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TWO SECTIONS TODAY
Today's 1S-page edition of the
Ledger & Times contains a
regular 12-page section of the
newspaper plus a 6-page, full
color section for Crass Furniture.

The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County
Member of Associated Press

In Our 94th Year

and national problems and the
creation of legislation aimed at
the correction or solution of
those problems. One day of the
three-day assembly was spent
in the state capitol in Frankfort
where delegates introduced,
opposed
and
supported,
legislation.
Introduced by the two clubs of
Murray High School was a bill
which proposed that Kentucky
grant to its physicians and their
patients the right of privileged
communication. The bill passed
(See Assembly, Page 12)

MHS Students To
Speak, Zeta Meet

By David H111
Ledger & Times Writer
Joe Dick, president of the
Bank of Murray for the past six
years, was named "Man of the
Year" for 1972, Monday night
by the Murray Chamber of
Commerce at its annual dinner.
Dick, who has been with the
Bank of Murray for 16 years, is
a graduate of the University of
Kentucky School of Banking. He
is also a Murray State
University graduate.
"I humbly accept this honor
on behalf of the entire team,"
Dick said. He remarked that no
one man stood out above the
rest of the community, which
had worked in 1972, as a team to
help the community.
Dick served on the Murray
City Council for ten years, is a

member of the Rotary,
American Legion, and a past
member of the Jaycees. He has
also chaired numerous charity
drives in the past, such as the
Red Cross Fund, the United
Fund, and the Cerebral Palsy
Drive.
Featured speaker for the 47th
annual affair was Dr. Robbie
Robinson, from the University
of Tenn., Martin Department of
Animal Science.Robinson spoke
on a family trip to Brazil, and
showed slides of life in the South
American country.
Toastmaster Robert Moyer,
1972 Chamber president, said in
his opening remarks, "Your
cooperation has given Murray
one of the best small chambers
around," and cited the recent
addition lp Murray of two new
industries, Fisher-Price and
Forsythe.
Moyer called Fisher-Price
"the prize of '72, for Kentucky,"
and predicted a big future for
Forsythe.
Max B. Hurt, who gave the
chamber welcome, said to the

members "Your chamber is
still committed." He said the
challenge to the chamber includes service to both new and
old members, and said that the
chamber is committed to the
people in the community,
especially the young people.
James Johnson, executive
secretary of the local chamber,
introduced several guests at the
dinner meeting, including Rev.
and Mrs. Richard Walker,
pastor of the First Baptist
Church, and Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Murphy, who is exeeutive
secretary of the Greater
Paducah Chamber of Commerce.

The Zeta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will hear
a group of students from
Murray High School at their
MAN OF THE YEAR—Joe Dick, president of the Bank of Murray:, e as named the Man of the Year
monthly meeting to be held on
Thursday, April 26, at 7:30 p.m. 14 the Murray Chamber of Commerce at Its annual dinner meeting Monday. Presenting Dick with a
plaque is 1971 Man of the Year, Fred Schultz,superintendent of the Murray City Schools.
at the club house.
(Staff Photo by David Hill
Included in the group will be
the Madrigal Singers and Girls
Ensemble. These groups have
recently won superior ratings at
the Regional Music Festival at
Mucay State University. Bruce
Clayton will give a classical
accordion selection. 'They are
students under the direction of
Mrs. Joan f3owker.
WASHINGTON ( AP) — The paign finance committee gave peared to be part of the covOther guests will include the
house
scandal continues to court officials three cartons of erup operation, have hired a
our
at
sight
Watergate
Spectacular
winners in the recent essay
over the past weekend. Five contest sponsored by the Zeta boil after fresh reports of evi- secret campaign spending lawyer to represent them in the
These Department on "How Kentucky dence that the White House records which had been with- Watergate case.
Buntings.
Indigo
The loud noise that local
Tiw sources said there are iniridescent Jewels flitted from Should Celebrate the 200th tried to cover up the facts be- held in apparent violation of an
R.L. Cooper, Health
agreement to furnish them last dications that Nixon found out
residents heard this morning
one branch to another in the Anniversary of the United hind the wiretapping.
and
Pir
was caused by the venting of
There were these new devel- November. He said they in- about the raid on the Demo- Coordinator for Callovay
clump of Willows out back.
States of America."
clude payroll records contain- crats' Watergate offices only Marshall Counties, will appear
natural gas by workers of the
All members are urged to opments:
Michigan-Wisconsin Pipe Line
—Sources close to the Sen- ing the names of two of the Wa- after it took place, but was on the program of the fifth
Also a male Scarlet Tanager attend to hear this outstanding
aware earlier that his cam- annual meeting of the Council of
Company.
stayed for awhile. We may have program, said Mrs. Purldom ate's Watergate investigation tergate conspirators.
—Transcripts of testimony paign included a 'political-es- State Sanitarian Registration
An official of the firm said
Revival services will be held
mentioned the other day but a Outland, chairman, and Mrs. said President Nixon surely
Agencies being held today in
and
coverup,
a
of
before
the
operation.
aware
grand
Watergate
the water in the Clarks
that
pionage
was
Baptist
Corner
came
Gnatcatcher
Cherry
at the
Ruth Blackwood, program
Blue-Gray
Recently Haldeman told a Louisville.
that evidence indicates top jury quoted convicted wiretapChurch, starting Wednesday, River bottom had washed the
through for a short visit. This is chairman.
This council consists of
congressApril 25, and continuing through dirt off a pipeline, causing the
a any bird about the size of your
Hostesses will be Mrs. Max presidential aides H.R. Halde- per James W. McCord Jr. as group of Republican
some fourteen
pipe to "float up" and out of its
thumb, blue gray in color as the Beak, Mrs. Cecil Farris, Mrs. man and John Ehrlichman par- saying under oath that he had men that he had set up such an sanitarians from
Sunday.
been offered executive clemen- operation, but that it was sup- states. Kentucky is the host
name indicates, a saucy tail Heron West, and Mrs. Franklin ticipated in the coverup
Calvin Wilkins, pastor of ditch.
Bro.
—A lawyer for Nixon's cam- cy if he would remain silent posed to include purely legal state for the seminar meeting at the Briensburg Baptist Church,
The official said that the
which he keeps sticking up high, Fitch.
about the conspiracy and serve tactics such as clipping news- the Stouffer's Inn.
workers had to release the gas
will be the guest speaker.
and quick as a flash.
on
speak
will
Cooper
Mr.
more than a year in jail.
papers and recording speeches
Services each evening will from the pipe so that it could be
"The role of the Santarian in
—White House spokesman
by the other side.
lowered to its original position.
begin at 7:30 p.m.
Our Rabbit is getting bolder
gerald Warren again denied —Records that. nlig14 shed the Seventies." The seminar
The public iscordially invited The release of the g,as caused
and will tolerate u.s,sitting in the
oon
n
'at
Wednesday.
end
will
purthat Nixon had advance knowl- sornf light on the size and
window while he munches grass
to attend, a church spokesman the loud noise that area
edge of plans fot wiretapping
pose of this Haldeman operj((t outside. His mate stayed
residents heard this morning.
said.
Democratic headquarters last anon were given to the elerk of
back in the woodsfine Accwitte
June.
an eye on things. People talk
the U.S. District °Dull hitmdaY
The Senate sources Monday
by Daniel Webster Coon, a lawabout how the Rabbit multiplies
I.
declined to go into detail about
yer for the Finance Committee
so fast. If it were not for this
evidence of a coverup, but said
fact they would have been
Trio
(See WatertPite, Page 12
the operation included "atextinct long ago. Rabbits
tempts to pressure other officomprise the principal diet of
cials in the government to go
foxes and other meat eaters
along."
including the Red Tail Hawk.
The honor roll for the third Humphreys, James Jarrett,
The Faculty Arts trio will
The sources said these other
a program of chamber nine weeks at Calloway County Kathy Kelly+, Janey Kelso,
present
officials included ranking memJohnny Carson reported the
music on Thursday at 8:15 in the High School has been released Rosemary Lamb, Debbie
bers of the Justice Department
other night that a summer
Recital Hall of the Price Doyle by Principal Howard R. Crit- Miller+, Janet Newberry,
and of the FBI.
/14Mb
theatre in New York was doing
Donna Poulson, Paulette
tenden.
Arts Center.
Fine
Etwlichman and Haldeman,
Shakespeare the other night
Students making all A's and Rosa+, Theresea Rudolph, Kim
Norita Canny
Faculty Arta trio is
Ames&Asy Doke
The
apsources
said
the
whom
and when they got to the scene
composed of H.L. Blair, violin, or B's are eligible for the honor Scott, Sabrinia Tucker+, Pam
where Caesar gets stabbed, half
Neale Mason, cello, and roll. Those students making all White, Barbara Williford, Joyce
Anna Ruth Harris was elected Thomas Baker, piano.
the audience got up and left.
Winchester, Vickie Workman.
A's are designated by a +.
Juniors: Phyllis Adams,
president of the Murray
They didn't want to get inSeniors: Stacy Adams+,
The trio will be joined by
Chapter, National Secretaries Donna Story on viola for the Carol Bailey, Margie Barnett, Robert Allen, Tim Belche4
volved.
Association, at the luncheon first number, quartet is E flat David Bonner, Gale Broach, Wanda Blankenship, Debra
meeting held Monday at noon at major by Mozart. The second Sherry Bucy+, Delores Burton, Bonner, Rebecca Bourland,
Fellow says one reason that
The Tappan
Directors of
Becky
Brown,
the Triangle Inn.
history repeats itself is because
work is the Archduke trio of Sarah Calhoun, Patty Camp- Yolanda
diversified
a
Company,
elected were Bethoven, op. 97, in B flat bell+, Ginger Colson, Coleen Burkeen, Loretta Burkeen,
officers
Other
so few people listen the first
Three local girls were elected
manufacturer of appliances,
Cavanaugh, Danny Cossey+, Danny Chadwick, Kenneth
Linda Farley, president-elect; major.
time.
as officers of the Kentucky Lake
cabinetry and air conditioning
Kathy
Crowell, Barbara Cleaver, Cindy Coleman,
Delma Trotter, vice-president;
a
in
second
the
is
concert
This
Future
the
of
Region
equipment, with a plant located
Mary Alice Totter, recording series of chamber music Donelson, Annita Duncan, Earlene Cooper, Karen Crick
' Young guy in school decides Homemakers of American at
in Murray, today declared the secretary; LaJetuum Chapman,
Marsha Ernstberger+, Evie +, Pam Cunningham, Jesse
to try out his French on the the regional meeting held
Company's 149th consecutive corresponding secretary; recitals presented by the trio. Erwin, Darrell Gibson, Becky
Darnell, Freda Duncan, Nancy
waitress so he says "A cup of Saturday at the new Murray
no
at
invited
is
public
The
dividend.
quarterly
Gore,- Susan Hall, Vickie
Wanda Hendon, treasurer.
coffee, s'il vous plait". She High School building on Doran
(See Honor Roll, Page 12)
charge.
admission
The dividend, 10 cents per
Patsy Dyer, president,
brings him a cup of coffee and a Road.
is payable June
Common
Share,
conducted the business and
seafood plate.
Miss Selwyn Schultz, retiring
15, 1973, to shareholders of
thanked the Secretaries Week
and
parliamentarian
district
record June 1, 1973.
Committee for such a delightful
Good mental health means to student at Murray High School,
In other Board action, the
Executive Night Banquet held
try and discipline your mind so was elected as a candidate from
inan
Directors authorized
April 19.
that you are always aware of the region for an Jaffice in the
crease to 300,000 of the number
the reality of things, aware of
Wanda Hendon, treasurer,
state FHA in the election to be
of
is
shares
the
Company
your own outlook, your own held at the nth annual state
gave her report and said that
Treasury
shares.
acquiring
for
shortcomings, your own self, meeting at Eastern Kentucky
the 1973-74 local and inThe Company had previously
the fundamental goodness in University June 12-14.
ternational dues would be due
raised its authorized level from
life, the fact that heartache and
by May 15.
Elected as historian of tte
to
250,000
100,000
shares.
The
tragedy are a part of life, that
It was announced that the
region was Miss Norita Cassity
shares are to be used for the
Chapter, NSA, will
life must go on, that happiness
Louisville
student at Calloway Count)
purpose of providing shares for
is a nebulous quality that must
host the Southeast District
High School. Miss Amanda Kay
the
Stock
Company's
Option
Selwyn Schultz
meeting October 25 and 26, 1974,
be captured by the individual in
Buice, student at Murray High
Plan; for issuance upon conthe Galt House. The annual
at
spite of the harshness of life,
reporter.
Miss
Krista
Kennedy
regional
outstanding
School, was elected as
of
version
meeting will be held in
that life is made up of goals,
division
of Murray High School was debentures; and issuanee in
May 18-20, 1973 and
difficulties, obstacles and trials,
chairman of the nominating certain types of acquisitions or Lexington
that in spite of everything, there
was urged to
member
each
committee.
to offset any dilution which
inis a warmth, need, support and
obtain
and
attend
Miss Jamey Kelso, senior at might result from completed
understanding of friends. Good
formation since the Murray
Calloway County High School acquisitions
Chapter will host the Division
(See Seen & Heard, Page 12
and president of the region
An hour long color movie,
meeting in May 1974.
Mccomposed of Ballard,
"Mouse On The Mayflower"
Anita Thomas, chairman of
Cracken, Carlisle, Hickman, Registration For Day
will be shown at the Story Hours
the ways and means committee,
Fulton, Graves, Marshall, and
to be held at the Calloway
tentative plans
Calloway Counties, presided at Camp Will Be Wednesday reported that
County Public Library- on
had been made for: a Flea
the meeting.
The 1973 Girl Scout Day
be held in June.
Chance of showers late today, Wednesday, April 25.
Rev. Richard E. Walker, Camp registration will be held Market to
The movie is an animated
regular meeting will
next
The
with more general rain likely
(See FHA, Page 12)
Wednesday, April 25, from two be ti luncheon May 21 at noon at
tonighlt and Wednesday. Little historical fantasy telling the
to five p.m, at the Girl Scout the Holiday inn for the intemperature change. High to- story of Willum Mouse who
SIX ARRESTED
KATHY KELLY,left, Senior at Calloway County High School, has been awarded the scholarship of
cabin.
helped the Pilgrims.
stallation of the 1973-74 officers. ;lee to Murray State University, given annually by the
day and Wednesday in the low
Sheriff Clyde Steele reported
Murray Business and Professional Women's
The Story Hour for preschool that two juveniles have been ,Mrs. Betty Gore, director for Reservatioas should be subto mid 70s. Low tonight iti the
Clab. Makiag the presentation is Mrs. Betty Riley, teacher of English it-ralloway Highaa
start
June
Day
11,
Camp
to
eleven
is
from
children
to
ten
17.
May
thin
later
mitted no
upper 50s. Continued mild
arrested on drug charges and
president-elect of the B 8, PW Club. Miss Kelly is the daughter of Mrs. Geraldine Kelly of Murray
Twenty-nine regular mem- Route
Thursday, with a chance of a.m, and for school age children four persons have been charged asked all troops to register for
Three.
Wednesday.
the camp on
is from three to four p.m.
bers were present.
showers.
with public drunkeness.

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

Fresh Reports Indicate White
House Tried To Hide Watergate

R. L Cooper To
Appear On State
Meeting Program

High Waters
Float Gas
Pipeline

Revival Scheduled
At Cherry Corner

Murray High School Host
At Meet of Regional FHA

Movie To Be Shown
At Story Hours

The Weather

21

Vol. LXXXXIV No. 97

Joe Dick Named
Man Of The Year
By Local Chamber

Murray High Students Attend
Kentucky Youth Assembly Meet
High
Eighteen Murray
students recently attended the
211th session of the Kentucky
Youth Assembly sponsored by
the state YMCA held in
Louisville and Frankfort.
Representing the Murray Tr Alpha were Cathy Christopher,
Nancy Spann, Anne Erwin,
Joyce Wooden, Regina Lovett,
Beth Wilson, Stacy Owen, and
Nancy Garrison.
The Murray Hi-Y Club sent
Joe Resig, Dale Chadwick,
Jimmy Gingles, Ted Forrest,
Van Stubblefield, Phil Morris,
Tim Thurman, Gary Dick, Lee
Stewart, and Mike Alexander.
Accompanying the delegation
were Mary Arm Russell and
Jerry Crider, club sponsors,
and Mrs. Maurice Christopher
and John Resig, club parents.
The purpose at-KYA is twofold: to give high school youth
experience in the operation of
state government and to encourage study of local, state,

10' Per Copy
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Mrs. Harris
Is Elected
President

Tappan Declares
Regular Dividend

Faculty Arts
To Give
Concert Here

Honor Roll For Calloway
County High School Given
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Mrs. Richard
Presents Pro
At Sorority N
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is the Integrity of its Newspaper
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Timber Crops For Future
The building industry is being confronted again
with the serious problem of rising costs this time of
lumber products needed for new homes.
,
Someone has come up with figures on the use of,,
cut lumber in this country, predicting that for each
man, woman and child in the United States, we will
need approximately one 16-inch-thick, 100 foot tree
during 1973.
The estimate is figured on the basis of each tree
yielding one ton of wood and wood products, and on
the fact that our consumption in 1972, was 203
million.
cen1 of each ton will go into pulp
—
Moreihnif30—per
and paper products. The rest will be used for home
:_•onstruction, furniture and thousands of other
products that utilize wood.
According to the American Forest Institute, by
the year 2000 each American will be using a tree and
a half every year, or 50 per cent more—and there
.
'will be a lot more Americans.
Fortunately, wood is a renewable resource and
one that can be expanded, as attested to by the
Thousands of acres of carefully tended and supervised tree farms in Mississippi.
Not too many years ago acre after acre of fine,
virgin timber, was stripped from the land with no
effort made toward replacement.
Nowadays, one has only to look at the many acres
of reproducing forestrylands in all sections of the
state to see the wisdom of keeping our timber and
lumber supply in constant production.—Jackson
(Miss.) Clarion—Ledger and Daily News.

A superior tree orchard is planted in Land Between the Lakes, TN'A's outdoor recreation and environmental education center in western Kentucky and Tennessee. The orchard Is part of a Valle)wide hardwood tree improvemes1 program to develop genetically improved trees which will upgrade
the future quality of the Tensaw* Valley forests.

cocoey

LLDO= &

FHA

Edcle Barnett, age 56, son-in-law of Mrs. Floyd
Cherry of Murray, died yesterday at his home in
4. Fort Dodge, Iowa.
Ronald Coleman McKee! of Murray. student at
; North Texas Sate University, Denton, Texas. and
•
I member of the Percussion Ensemble, performed in
_ •_concert there April 1,6.
Jimmy Franklin Doran, son of MriiiiiStii:rel—
b10
_. Doran and married to the former Betty Stamps, has
1 beert_promoted to the position of office manager of
" the Sureway Food Stores, Henderson.
Members of the cast of the play, "Lock, Stock and
i
: Lipstick" to be presented by Douglas High School
,
students on April 26 are Clarence Bramley, Dorothy
Rowlett, Cozette Jackson, Jerome Brandon, Doryce Jones. Mary Keys, Annie Foster, Doris Bramley,
Jimmie Musgrove, Lewis Perry, and Diane Arnold.

LEDGES•TIKES VILE

Pfc. Charles Nance, son of Mr. and Mrs. Guy,
Nance of Cottage Grove, Tenn., has been reported
killed in action in Korea. His death came on April 8
while in action against the enemy.
Pvt. Julian F. Mayer, Jr., recently arrived in
Korea for duty with the 2nd Infantry Division.
Members of the cast of the play, "Boy Wanted" to
be presented by the seniors of Murray Training
School on May 9 are Jo Horton, Alta Fay Andrus,
Julie Hawkins, Shirley Parker, Maloy Boyd, Shirley
Steely, June Butterworth, Walter Jones, Don
Simmons. Jean Ezell, Jerry Parks, Pat T. Redden,
Charles Jackson. Gerald Parker, Carolyn Chappell,
Mason Billington, Jimmie Hubbs, and Georgia Hale.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Jones of Alliance, Ohio, are the
parents of a baby girl born April 14. Mrs. Angie
Gibbs of Murray is the maternal grandmother.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
Ask ye of the Lord rain in the time of the latter
rain.—Zechariah 10:1.

We may live in a scientific age but we still have an
appreciation of God's control over nature, for this is
our Father's world

Isn't It The Truth!
The movies and TV ot today; and most of the
novels, ignore the men and women Above voting age
and bestow all the joy of living on the young, those
just getting acquainted with puberty who yet need to
be taught how to wipe their noses. Nobody on the
scorching screens or in the steaming .pages has
started to shave or do up their hair. They have,
however, learned to drive,,shoot guns and carry a
mattress on their backs.
to.lead the young,.than to tempt them."
—Thomas Wharton ('ollens

boycott of meat remain
uncertain with meat prices down
somewhat in some areas, up slightly
in others and holding firm in most
sections of the country.
But the boycott did dramatize
public disenchantm'ent with the continuing price spiral, which has enveloped all foods and is not confined
to the supermarket.
And the result is growing sentiment in Congress to slap stiff controls on prices, wages and interest
rates.
Congress has a habit ofresponding
to American frustrations with political answers. The political appeal of
tight regulation to stifle inflation
cannot be denied.
There is not, however, despite the
fascination with controls which
grips Washington, any persuasive
indication that regulation of the
economy by the bureaucracy works
any better than the free-market sys-

tem.
Some economic experts contend,
in fact, that the Nixon administration's recent maneuvering with its
Phase I and 2 programs or Phase 3
and 4, if it comes to that, is nothing
more than a psychological exercise.
CONTROLS, they say, were instituted in 1971 when prices were already coming under control. Controls were relaxed earlier this year
when it became apparent that they
would be unenforceable. And the recent ceiling on meat was declared
when prices had reached a peak.
The strategy pleases those who
want "to see something done," but
has little real effect on the economy.
The real culprit remains inflation
and inflation is fed by a rather loose
hand on federal fiscal and monetary
policies. Last year, for example, the
supply of money in the United States

According

to

the east and northeast.
The three sections of the
city, a city of tree-lined
streets, are the port area, the
. shbpping area and Mt. Carmel. There are high-class
shops on Mt. Carmel — with
prices to match — and there is
the Rondo restaurant on the
grounds of the Dan Carmel,
with what this visitor Mind'to
be the best food in a nation
where the fare is mostly rather ordinary.
There seem to be parks everywhere, and residents are
proud of their flower gardens.
There even is a subway, but
you don't see it and it doesn't
spoil the relaxed and lush
environment. There are
churches, synagogues and
other religious edifices to suit
anyone's taste — with the
Baha'i shrine and gardens the
most popular.
A must for any visitor is the
.111egal Immigration and
Naval Museum. It includes
the ship Afalpi, which ran the
British blockade during goa.0,
date days, and it is filled'
exhibits of interest to arrylisltor, particularly a Jew with
close ties to Israel.

service

THE EFFECTS of the nation-wide

,

i

N•will

Clear message of the boycott:
Americans are sick of inflation

Today
i Ten Years Ago
Tniza
r
✓
1'

PAGE THREE

grew by 8 per cent. With prices of
most consumer items under strict
control, the extra money went for
food and import items. The accelerated demand for food products was
aggravated by the sale of surplus
items to Russia. 'Food prices went
up.
Similarly, devaluation of the dollar added to the price of imported
goods, unimportant, perhaps, in itself. At the same time, however, domestic producers, relieved of some
of the pressure of foreign competition, boosted their own prices.

By JOHN PINKMAN
Copley News Service

HAIFA, Israel — This is a
beautiful city and it makes an
American think of San Francisco. It is really three cities
in one and the view from atop
Mt. Carmel is breathtaking,
Haifa Bay unfolding far below
as ships enter from the blue
Mediterranean.
However, Haifa also is Israel's biggest industrial center
— with all the pollution dangers that beset what once
were many attractive U.S.
cities. There is heavy smoke
from refineries, fine dust and
smoke from many cement
plants and other pollutants
BUT EVEN IP the consumer can
being dumped in the bay are
be convinced that it is not the butchkilling fish and other sea life.
er, or the farmer, or the supermarBut, for now Haifa and its
ket owner who is profiting from the
275,000 people offer one of the
most hospitable welcomes of
increlising bite for essentials from
Israel — more relaxed than
his paycheck, he is unlikely to acor "too busy" people of Tel
eept the idea of inflation as a permaAviv or the sometimes arronent way of life.
gant people of Jerusalem.
How is he to cope with the rising
Even the Arabs are reasonably content here, very few of
costs of a new home, a new suit,
the 7,000 having fled when
automobile tires and gasoline and
Haifa became part of Israel in
taxes?
the 1947-48 partition by the
The boycott is one answer. The
United Nations.
boycott may not change the price of
Haifa also is a place that
meat significantly, but it is a grim
tugs at the heart of Jews. It
was here that many of the
reminder to Washington that the
first immigrants arrived and
people out there among the grass
it also was the place where
roots don't like what is happening.
thousands were turned back,
But Congress and President Nixon
failing in their efforts to
must be wary of the seemingly irresmuggle themselves into this
land during the time of British
sistible lure of mandatory controls.
mandated control.
Controls can't work unless the funThe spectacular views that
damental causes of inflation are
remind Americans of choice
held in restraint.
California Pacific vantage
Those fundamentals include a rispoints include one from the
Dan Cannel Hotel, high on
ing standard of living, shortages of
Mt. Carmel. If you are lucky
materials and resources, wage gains
and get a bayside room, the
unjustified by productivity and the
hotel will be delighted to serve
government's penchant for deficit
breakfast on your own private
spending.
7th floor patio. The breakfast
may not be much but the view
IF GOVERNMENT gets a :firm
will put you in the proper
grip on the reins, there should be no -- frame of mind for sight-seeing
need of boycotts or controls.
or business.

You can watch the ships
come and go in the busy and
protected harbor. There is
much loading and unloading
of cargo. Using binoculars,
you can see bananas and citrus going aboard at dockside
and heading for Britain, Italy
and other European nations.
And, to the south you can see
an increasing trail of what we
all recognize as SMOG.
Haifa also is a center of
learning. Located here is the
Technion, Israel's top scientific university. More spectacular and still a-building is
the University of Haifa, set on
Mt. Carmel the name a contraction of Hebrew tor'"Vine7
yard of God"). From just outside the student center at Ha4fa U. a visitor can see Syria,
Lebanon and Mt. Hermon to

op
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By HAL BOYLE
NEW YORK (AP) — You
can't go home again — with
one exception.
The exception is memory.
In memory you can go home
again anytime by a thought.
In fact, you are at home
there all the time. Memory is
man's chief home actually. He
dwells there longer than he
does in any hut of wood or
mansion of marble or brick.
And your own memory house
has a lot of rooms in it if you
can look back and remember
when =
Nothing was longer or lovelier than a nice summer day.
You could get to work quicker an a 1920 streetcar than you
can drive through traffic and
find a place to park now.
When you saw someone walking fast, you figured he must
have a real emergency. The
normal pace of life was slower.
A policeman could spend his

or Ti,. Finoo

I HELD OVER 2nd Hit Week!
whole career on the force and
retire without ever having given out a traffic ticket.
No matter how big your family was, you were expected to
know who all your cousins were
— and keep track of what happened to them. Blood was a lot
thicker than water and kinfolk
felt more responsible for each
other.
A gang of boys felt cheated if
they caught and killed some innocent snake and found it had
no rattles at the end of its tail.
But they still thought they had
done the world a favor. There
was to them no such thing as a
guiltless snake.
But children themselves never felt entirely guiltless either.
There were so many precepts
to guide them that they always
were in violation of some. Even
when they had to go to the dentist they felt ft must be becatIfe
they had unconsciously done
something wrong.
r •

You could tell a grandmother
by the way she looked and
dressed.
If the head of a family could
afford to buy a new suit every

The U.S. Atomic Energy
'ommission recently forecast
that nuclear generating capacity in this country will
grow to 1.2 billion kilowatts by
the end of this century — over
80 times the present level of
about 14.7 million kilowatts.
The commission also predicts that by the year 2000
breeder reactors will account
-kie.about one-third of the nation's nuclear capacity, or
about 400 million kilowatts —
approximately the amount of
-- aft-electric genecativig eapacity installed in the United
'
States today.

two years, he was doing pretty
well.
When a man died, his clothing wasn't sent to the Salvation
Army. It was passed on to his
son or divided among his "poor
relations."
4 .
A man with $100,000 was a
kind of magnate, and he could
live well off the income from it
the rest of his life without
working. And raise a family on
it, too.
Women weren't formally liberated, but they were more admired, respected and deferred
to than perhaps they are now.
Those were the days — remember?
IIIOAD INCREASE
The Highway Users Federation says there are nearly
3.76 million miles of roads in
the United States,an increase
of 18 per cent since 1921; less
than flail these roads are
epaved.'

The stay of West Tennessee
- Sheriff Buford P sser —
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Mrs. Richard Ford
Presents Program
At Sorority Meet
The Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi met for its
regular meeting on April 19th at
the Community Center on Ellis
Drive.
Following the opening ritual
standing reports were given.
Mrs.
Charles
Chilcutt
reported on the bake sale to be
held April 21.
Mrs.
John
Emerson,
president, reminded the group
of the Founders Day Banquet to
be held in Union City, Tenn.
This will be an event of April
30th.
Mrs. Richard Ford was in
charge of the program on
"Friendship." She showed
original slides which she had
made, taking the caption for
each slide from a book entitled
"Friendship" by Joan Walsh
Anglund. She then took the
letters of Beta Sigma Phi and
gave a quality with each letter
that would make a friend.
Following the program the
members joined hands for the
closing ritual and Mizpah.
Refreshments were served
during the social hour by the
hostesses, Mrs. W. H. Williams
and Mrs. Richard Ford to the
members:
following
Mesdames: Tommy Brown,
John
Chilcutt,
Charles
Emerson,David Foley, Wallace
Ford, Richard Ford, Fred
Gardner, Joe Ginn, Jackie
Jones, Ray Kloss, Charles
Lowery, Donnie Lyons, Mike
Morgan, John Paulk, Gerry
Requarth, Franklin Robinson,
Jerry Thomas, Bruce Thomas,
W. H. Williams and. Bobby
Warm.

FBIRT.Flaj
CROUCH BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Crouch
of Murray Route Seven are the
parents of a baby boy, Brock
Alan, weighing seven pounds
ten ounces, born on Thrusday,
April 19, at 5:50 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The father is a used car
dealer.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Herbert Crouch of Murray
Route Seven and Mr. and Mrs.
Clyde Hale of Murray Route
Three. Great grandmothers are
Mrs. Cuss Geurin and Mrs.
Lubie Hall, both of Murray
TYLER GIRL
Stephanie Lynn is the
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Ronald
Tyler of Route One, Buchanan,
Tenn., for their baby girl,
weighing seven pounds ten
ounces, born on Sunday, April
22, at 7:38 p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The father is employed at
Emerson Electric, Paris Tenn.
Grandparents are Mrs.
Florence Tyler of Paris, Tenn.,
and Mrs. and Mrs. Carlos
Ferguson of Buchanan, Tenn.

Group I Meets At
The Mercer Home

Executive Board Of
Kirksey PTA Meets
At Crouse Home
The executive board of the
Kirksey
Parent-Teacher
Association held its April 18th
meeting in the home of Mrs.
Elvin Crouse.
Mrs.
Edward
Willie,
president, called the meeting to
order. Johnny Bohannon,
principal, gave the devotion,
reading from "Christian
Everyday Problems."
Mrs. Bobby Locke, secretary,
read the minutes and Mrs. Billy
Barzell, treasurer, gave the
financial report.
Marvin Harris and members
of his Calloway County Court
Clerk office will be present at
the Kirksey School April 27th
from 12 noon until late evening
for re-registration of voters.
During the evening the
Kirksey PTA men and women
basketball team will play the
Kirksey Jr. High'boys and girls.
Posters were made to place in
different businesses giving
time, place, date, and phone
numbers concerning the reregistration.
The next meeting for the
board will be held on Wednesday, May 16, at 1:30 p.m. in
the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Johnny Bohannon.
Mrs: Crouse served refreshments to Mesdames Willie,
Rudy Lovett, Lock, Bazzell,
Earl Lamb,Jerry Kirkland, Joe
Thorton, Glen. Gibbs, Roy
Clark, and Mr. Bohannon,
principal.

Tuesday, April 24
Murray-Kenlake Flotilla safe
boating course will be at the
Murray Vocational School at
7:30 p.m.

Handicapped can be
first-class citizens
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I cringed when I read the letter from a
man who was looking for a nice lady with some sort of
physical handicap. lie should look for a nice psychiatrist
(handicapped or otherwise) to help him get over the idea
that he is superior to one who is physically handicapped.
The poor man is obviously handicapped himself in that he
is disturbed.
However sad, there are more people than most realize
who share this man's sick point of view It is this attitude
which has made second-class citizens of physically handicapped people.
I know a lovely, bright young woman who has teaching
credentials, but because she is blind she cannot get a
teaching position. The reason is simple. An employer will
not hire a handicapped person if he can get one who is
ANOTHER 2D CLASS CITIZEN
"normal."
DEAR CITIZEN: Not ALL employers discriminate
against the handicapped. Some [God bless 'eel] give them
preference. And one of the reasons I am such a rootin'
tootin' booster of The Goodwill Industries is because they
exist in order to give the physically handicapped an opportunity to be self-supporting, self-respecting first-class citizens

.The home of Mrs. Charles
DEAR ABBY: May I reply- to "Dot in Chicago." the
blercer was the scene of the
waitress who wondered why customers take their wraps to
April meeting of Group I of the
their tables instead of checking them in the checkroom?
Baptist Women of the First
My mink coat mysteriously disappeared from a restauChurch held at her home at
rant checkroom. Our insurance did not cover theft of team
nine-thirty o'clock in the•
restiurants or theaters The restaurant's insurance did
morning.
not cover customers' belongings. The restaurant manageMrs. Calvin Morris presented
ment refused to reimburse me on the grounds that the
the program on the theme,"The
checkroom girl didn't remember me or my coat in spite of
Way of The Cross." She
Graduation for students
the fact that I had a claim check' My loss: $1,995.
illustrated points in her lesson completing the adult CashierAlso, during a period of two and one-half years, five of
by pictures of different things Checker course at the Murray
my husband's hats disappeared from restaurant hat racks,
leading up to the tran- Vocational School was held on
with "not responsible for loss of personal property" signs.
sfiguration of the Cross.
Friday, April 13. Ten students
His loss: ;185.
The chairman, Mrs. Graves received
of
Certificates
Try using these so-called "free'' checkrooms. Any tip
Hendon, presided. Prayers Achievement for a minimum of
less than four bits results in a scream of "CHEAPSKATE!"
were led by Mrs. Morris and SO hours each.
RLC
Wagon Mrs. Orville Anderson.
Welcome
The
Those receiving certificates
Newcomers Club held its
Other members present were were: Emma Lou Stom, Edna
DEAR RLC: Offhand I'd say you didn't have a very
monthly meeting at the First Mrs. Jack Kennedy and Mrs. Bogard, Dorothy Parker, Carla
good insurance policy. And if you accepted these losses
Christian Church on Thursday, Owen Billington. Miss May Talley, Joseph Keene, Jane
under the circumstances you describe without consulting a
April 12.
Lynn Morris was a vissitor.
Ross, Vivian Aldridge, Donna
lawyer, you are naive.
Mrs. Tom Muehleman,
Refreshments were served by Wilson, Jennie V. Keene, and
president, conducted a brief Mrs. Mercer.
Mary B. Heit.
DEAR ABBY: Shame, shame on you --for giving out
Wetness session and announced
The graduates of this course
erroneous information. You told '-'AU-Partied Out," who
the "Member al the Month for
have eompleted study, bt all
'wrote to complain about jewelry, idtehtaware, and clothing
April," as Mrs. Lawrence
skills necessary to be a sucparties, that some women appreciate being introduced to
Philpot.
cessful checker in a supernew products end enjoy the parties. Is that Do?
The theme of the meeting was
market or other types of retail
After 25 phone calls, a little blackmail, and a lot of
Arts and Crafts. Mrs. Kent
operations.
crying I finally got three to say maybe they would come,
,Forrester was Li charge of the
The instructor for the course
two perhaps, and one if the dog doesn't have puppies. I was
Children and families of Mr.
program which consisted of
was Mrs. Dathel Stacey from
the only one there. I almost had two. I let the air out of my
and
Mrs.
011ie
Workman
held
a
various types of handicrafts
the Tilghman, Area Vocational
_daughter's, tires, hid her car keys and held on to her hair
beihg displayed and eicplaltied reunion at the Variorum home School, Paducah.
until she was too tired to fight. But when the party lady
on
Sunday,
April
22,
at
noon.
A
club.
of
the
members
by
came and I let go to answer the door, my daughter escaped
basket
lunch
was
served
at
the
Among those members
out the back. I am convinced women who will submit to
displaying arts and crafts were: noon hour.
extortion
are an extinct species. The next one that asks me
Those present were Mr. and
Mrs. Kenneth Adams, Mrs. Ray
to have a party will be in trouble
Mrs.
011ie
Workman,
Mr.
and
Nall, Mrs. Kent Forrester, Mrs.
Please run, don't walk, to the nearest mail box and
Kloss, Mrs. Tom Mrs. Garnett Loafman of
Ray
send me air mail, special dellver, the name, address, and
Muehleman, Mrs. Marshall Murray, Mr. and Mrs. Wayne
phone number of "All Partied Out" If she attended four of
Jones, Jr., Mrs. Kenneth Ezell and children, Joann and
Mrs. Nola Lewis presented
these parties in two weeks her name would sell for a
Bobby,
of
Lone
Oak,
Mr.
and
Goodman, Mrs. Bobby Malone,
the lesson on "Historical Places
fortune on the Wank market. Women the world over would
Mrs. Ed Overbey, Mrs. Charles Mrs. Clayton Workman of of Kentucky" at the meeting of
trade the milk money for her phone number. It would bring
Seven, Mrs. Edmond Ryan, Southgate, Mich., Mr. and Mrs. the Pottertown Homemakers
enough to pay the national debt, restore the dollar, and
Dennis
Noll
and
children,
Mrs. Neal Tanner, Mrs. Jack
Club held on Wednesday, April
send me and my jewels [recently purchased at a one-womDebbie
and
Jody,
of
Lincoln
Wilson, Mrs. Lea Runyon, Mrs.
11, at ten-thirty o'clock in the
an show] on a Caribbean erudite ANXIOUSLY AWAITING
Jean Fleming, and Mrs. Billie Park, Mich., Mrs. Oran Hopkins morning at the Holiday Inn.
Hate to write letters? Seed $i in Abby, Rex WM, Les
and daughter, Belinda, of
Hall.
The devotion with scripture
Aageles, Cal. mak ter Abby's booklet. 'Mew in Write
At the close of the meeting, Lincoln Park, Mich., and Mr. from Psalms 37:1-4 was by Mrs.
the door prize was won by Mrs. and Mrs. J.W. Burkeen of Nash- Bessie Colson who gave the
Letters ler All °ecstasies,"
ville, Term., Mr. and Mrs. Joe thought for the month. "Success
Joan Geever.
Refreshments were served by W. Dortch and daughter, Pam, Comes in Cans, Failures In
the hostess committee con-lr of Murray, Mr. and Mrs. Willie Can'ts."
sistin,g of Mrs. Gordon Plum- Vinson and daughter, Beth, of
Mrs. Ruth Weston, president,
mer, chairman, Mrs. Lyle Hazel, Mr. and Mrs. Samuel presided and gave a report of
Workman
and
daughter,
Vickie,
Underwood, Mrs. Edwin
the County Council meeting
Chandler, and Mrs. Ed Over- of Hazel, and James Holland of ,With special emphasis on the
Murray.
Mrs. Jackie Butterworth
bey.
Homemakers Chorus directed
her home for the meeing
opened
Carlin.
James
Mrs.
by
-********************************4
Portuguese Pork Chops
Each member answered the of the South Pleasant Grove
• Potatoes
on
held
Club
Homemakers
CENTRAL )1 roll call with her meaning of
Salad Bowl
Beans
Green
Easter. Mrs. Iva Alford, Wednesday, April 11, at one Fruit Compote
Beverage
- CENTER
secretary, read the minutes. o'clock in the afternoon.
PORTUGESE PORK CHOPS
"choosing Pictures gpr Your 6 loin pork chops, 1 inch thick
Mrs. Mary Elizabeth Gertzen
thru WED•*
* reported on the State Home" was the subject of the Salt and coarsely ground pepCINEMAS
Homemakers meeting held in lesson presented by Mrs.
per
r Ti,. Finest In Markt Entertainment
Showtime
Butterworth who showed pic- 1 large onion, cut in thin stnps
Lexington.
Plans for the County tures to illustrate points in the 2 cloves garlic, minced
7534881
Homemakers spring trip to lesson. She told the group that 1 bay leaf
Opryland at Nashville, Term., pictures may be checked out at 3 medium tomatoes, peeled and
seeded and chopped
on Saturday, May 12 were the' Calloway County Public
1/2 cup sliced pimiento-stuffed
announced. The bus will leave Library.
* Tama compaaw...Throatsa RIOTI
olives
*
Mrs. Milford Orr, president, 1/2 cup dry white wine
the Extension Office at 6:30
*
.. ..40,210lb.of
Boyd
Dennis
Mrs.
a.m. and leave Nashville, presided and
*
loyeabie Irouluis
1 tablespoon flour
mined
Tenn., at five p.m. to return gave the devotion. Mrs. Ellis
*
Trim excess fat from around
home. The price for the bus Paschall called the roll, read chops, render fat in large skilticket is $4.25 and the charge for the minutes, and gave the let. Sprinkle chops with salt and
CeiOrle
a ticket to Opryland is $5.15. treasurer's report
pepper and brown in fat in skil*
*
Landscape notes were given let, remove from pan To dripMembers should make reser*
vations at the Extension Office by Mrs. Autry McReynolds, pings in skillet add onion and
10-....—
*e.
Mrs. Raymond Story directsda garlic and cook gently until
as early as possible.
* MARSHALL THOMPSON ACK MULANEY
EasImm Cab *
*INGE SCHOMER and "GEORGE're Irotteele erste
An exchange of sunshine the recreational period, and lightly brown, drain off any exto skillet
* A film for the whole family,filmed entirely in the Swiss Alps.
* friend gifts was held. Lunch was Mrs. Bob Orr led in group cess fat. Return chops
oltomato.
leaf,
bay
add
and
* served in the dining room.
singing.
water
cup
and
1/4
wine
ives,
*
Refreshements were served
Other members present, not
*
Cover and simmer 45 minutes
* previously mentioned, were by Mrs. Butterworth.
or until meat is tender. Place
Levine
Joseph E.
Mrs. Roseiella Outland, Mrs.
Other members present, not chops in serving dish. Blend
Presents
: Lucy Alderdice, Mrs. Gussie previously mentioned, were flour and 2 tablespoons water;
An Avco Embassy Film *
Geurin, Mrs. Katie Overcast, Mrs. Kent Simpson, Mrs. stir into cooking liquid, cook
Mrs. Blanche Larson, Mrs. Garland Hutson, Mrs. Ballet and stir until sauce thickens —
Patye Overcast, Mrs. Louise Stewart, Mrs. Max Parks, Mrs. a minute or so. Pour sauce over
Short, Mrs. Bobbie Cook, Mrs. Luther Downs, Mrs. Clifton E. chops. Makes 6 servings.
Volene Roberts, Mrs. Ruby Jones, Mrs. Hoyt Craig, Mrs.
DeN741GUESTS
Kelly, Mrs. Ola Outland, Mrs. Anna Kelley, and Mrs. William
Mara Wutzke, Mrs. Lurene Gerald Paschall. Two visitors
Mr. and Mrs. Gaston Neale
Cooper, Mrs. Gussie Adams, were Terry Lynn and Jeffrey and Mr. and Mrs. Gary Neale
AVCO IMSM
and Mrs. Jo Roberts. Two Paschall.
and son of Dearborn, Mich.,
visitors were Mrs. 011ie Peak of
The next meeting will be held have been the guests of their
Michigan prod Mrs. Beatrice Wednesday, May 9, at one_p.m. mother and grandmother, Mrs.
4****4ntritt--****it* Henry of Murray.
at the home of Mrs. Milford-arr.. Hallet Dunn and other relatives.
*34*

Graduation Held By
Students At School

Arts & Crafts Are
Displayed At Meet
Of Newcomers Club

Reunion -Of 011ie
Workman Family. Is
Held Here Sunday

Mrs. Nola Lewis
Gives Lesson For
Pottertown Group

"Cokes and Conversation" for
Cadet Wives and Fiancees will
be at Col. Peterson's quarters,
1709 Johnson Boulevard, at
eight p.m.

Friday, April 27
The Sigma Sigma Sigma
Senior "Send On" will be held at
the Holiday Inn at six p.m.
Saturday; April 26
The Alpha Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at noon at the club house
with Mesdarnes Thomas Brown,
G.B. Scott, Mary Belle Overbey, and Miss Mary Lassiter as
hostesses.

Murray Lions Club Light Bulb
Sale will start at five p.m.

Chapter M of the PEO
Sisterhood will meet at the
The Foundational Sunday home of Mrs. Edward M.
School Class of the First Baptist Nunnelee,
310
College,
Church will meet at the home of Mayfield, at eleven a.m. with
Mrs. Linda Waugh,811 Guthrie, Charles F. Hinds as speaker.
Note change in meeting time.
at 7:30 p.m.

Sub District Methodist Youth
Fellowship will meet at Bethel
United Methodist Church at
seven p.m.

A Flea Mart will be held near
the tennis courts on Chestnut
Street from nine a.m, to three
p.m., sponsored by the MSU
Dames Club.

Aria Denn Circle
Meets In The Home
Of Mrs. Brandon
The Arra Dunn Circle of the
United Methodist Women of the
Hazel Church met in the home
of Mrs. Roberta Brandon on
Tuesday, April 10, at two
o'clock in the afternoon.
Mrs. Koska Jones presented
program giving twelve rules to
follow to live a Christian life.
Very interesting excerpts were
given from "The First Easter—
Jesus Loved Them" by Peter
Marshall, "Virginia Woolfe" by
Charles Brown, and "Dear Mrs.
Brown" by Harry Emerson
Fosdick, Mrs. Johes encouraged the women to read
these books.
Each member gave her
favorite verse of scripture and
prayers were led by Mrs. Ohera
Miller and Mrs. Bradie White.

The circle chairman, Mrs.
Lowes Smotherman, presided.
Wednesday, April 25
A Benefit Gospel Sing for
Kick off coffee for lady
Mrs. John McCullough,
golfers will be held at nine a.m. Rodney Paschall will be held at coordinator for Christian
at the Murray Country Club the Calloway County High Personhood, announced the
with the officers as hostesses. School gym at 7:30 p.m. Ad- Prayer Retreat would be held
vance tickets are one dollar
April 28 and 29 at Lakeshore
Oaks Country Club will have with admission at the door near Camden, Term., and July
its first ladies day luncheon at being $1.50.
12 and 13 at Lambuth College,
noon at the club. For reserJackson, Tenn.
Sunday, April 29
vations call Marilyn McCuiston
Two carloads of clothing were
Daylight saving time begins
7534367 or Cloie Campbell 753at two a.m.Set clocks ahead one taken to the Reelfoot Ministry
4698 or sign up at the pro shop
at Eldridge, Tenn., by Mrs.
hour.
by late Monday.
Olga Freeman, Hazel UMW
Monday, April 30
president, Mrs. Koska Jones,
The WMU Council of the First
A reception for Miss Clara M. and Mrs. Myrtle White.
Baptist Church will meet at 4:45 Eagle will be held from seven to
Mrs. Jones, materials and
p.m. All general officers and rune p.m. at the Price Doyle
publications chairman,
group leaders are asked to be Fine Arts Building, Murray
reported on the emphasis for
present.
.
State University. She is retiring
the month on tier renewals to
at the end of the present
the Response and Wurld
Semester.
Outlook magazaines.
Blood River AssoCiational
Ralplt Edwards,
Mrs.
VISITORS HERE
Vacation Bible School Crude
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Smith treasurer, collected on the
will be held at the First Baptist
pledges arid gave a report.
Church, Murray, at nine a.m. and children of Detroit, Mich.,
Refreshments were served by
have been the guests of his
mother, Mrs. Harty Culpepper Mrs. Brandon to the ten
Thursday, Aprtl 26
members present.
and Mr. Culpepper.
The Zeta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at 7:30
p.m. with Mesdames Max
Beale, Cecil Farris, Franklin
Fitche, and Heron West as
(FORMERLY VALENTINE PRINTING)
hostesses.
A DIVISION OF WINCHESTER PRINTING SERVICES, INC.

Fast Print Copy Center

The Eighth annual Laker
Songfest will be held at the
Calloway County High School
gym at 7:30 p.m. Following the
concert by the Choral Department, an art exhibit will be held
in the school cafeteria.

WHILE-YOU-WAIT

1 TO 1,000 COPIES

PRINTING AND
DUPLICATING

An Art Workshop, directed by
on
Wolfson
Emily
"Organization of A Painting
With Ermines's On Shapes and
Value" will be at the Murray
Art Guild from 6:30 to 9:30 p.m.
Call Sarah Sinclair 753-3273 or
Cynthia Peterson 753-3505 for
information.
The Magazine Club will meet
at the Murray Woman's Club
House at two p.m. with Mrs E
B. Howton as hostess.

50443 MAIN STREET — PHONE 7534662
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071

S.

Butterworth Home
Scene Of Pleasant
Grove Club Meeting

* CINEMA 1

* CINEMA 2 *

..Thev **,
Call Me i
Trinity":
.**
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Sure, you want something different in
Wedding Photos, but you'll also want
the Traditional Ones, too!
. .. . CALL US FOR BOTH!!

David Hill
753-6740
For Quality Wedding Photographs at Reasonable Prices
(and no minimum order).
* SPECIAL ... Call

us anytime in the next two weeks to

reserve a wedding. date and get an 11x14 Custom Mounted Print of yoy r
Wedding for Only $4.99! Act now, date mist be reserved ,before May 7th.
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Golden State Salvages Some
Pride As Los Angeles Falls

Black Hawks Can End
Rangers' NHL Hopes
CHICAGO (AP) - The Chicago Black Hawks, in command with a 3-1 advantage,
swoop in for the kill tonight
against the reeling New York
Rangers in the fifth game of
their best-of-7 Stanley Cup semifinal series.
The National Hockey League
West champion Hawks, sailing
on three successive victories
after a stinging 4-1 opening defeat, are in excellent position to
avenge a four-game elimination
last year by the Rangers in the
semifinals.
The Hawks and Rangers have
marked time since last Thumday's 3-1 triumph by Chicago at
New York, a four-day delay
dictated by the NHL to permit
the Montreal-Philadelphia semifinal series to catch up.
Now it appears the Black
Hawks and Montreal Canadiens
have a chance to tangle in the
Cup finals beginning Sunday at
Montreal. The NHL said the
series would start then in Montreal if the Black Hawks and
Caaadiens wrap up their series
by Thursday night.
The Canadiens, like the
Hawks, lost their semifinal
opener and then swept three
straight to set up a possible
clincher at Montreal tonight.
In the World Hockey Association playoffs, Winnipeg takes

WALL
PAPER
Over a hundred
patterns in stock.
REASONABLY.
PRICED!!

Clampett
Paint Store
Home of
Red Spot Paints
On the Square ,
Mayfield, Ky.
loses Saturday at Moo

a 2-0 lead to Houston tonight
for Game 3 of the best-of-7
West Division finals. The East
Division finals resume on
Thursday at Boston with New
England holding a 3-1 lead over
Cleveland.

By ERIC PREW1TT
the home court of the defending ward Rick Barry late in the
Associated Press Sports Writer champion Lakers.
first quarter and made six
OAKLAND(AP)-The GoldThe New York 1Cnicks hold a straight jump shots. The Waren State Warriors had nowhere 3-1 edge over Boston in the riors led 31-21 at the end of the
to hide and a lot of pride to Eastern finals, with the fifth quarter and were ahead 47-30
regain.
game scheduled Wednesday midway in the second period
"We couldn't end it in humili- night in Boston.
when Russell completed his hot
ation," said Cazzie Russell, the
Hawk Coach Billy Reay is
In the American Basketball streak.
man most responsible for the Association, Kentucky and
cautious about his team's
But Jerry West made sure
Warriors' being alive today in Carolina are tied 3-3 going into the Lakers were not on their
chance to deal a knockout blow
their National Basketball Asso- tonight's game in Greensboro, way to embarrassment. He
Wale Rangers, who have been
ciation playoff series with Los N.C. The winner will face West- scored 17 points over the next
brilliantly handcuffed by ChiAngeles.
ern champion, Indiana, for the eight minutes and Los Angeles
cago goalie Tony Esposito in
Russell, playing only 28 min- league champions.
the last two games.
led 64-58 early in the third penutes, scored 33 points Monday
No NBA team ever has been od.
You won't find anything difnight as the Warriors regis- down 3-0 and rebounded to win
West totaled 32 points in the
ferent between these two clubs
tered a 117-109 victory over the a playoff series.
and his six assists gave
game,
since the series started," said
Lakers, the team that beat
"It sounds silly, but we're him a career total of 940 in
Reay. "We're just happy that
them 126-70 two nights earlier still in it," said Russell. "We playoff games, breaking the
,
we have only to win one of
to take a 3-0 lead in the best-of- may make history."
record of 937 held by Boston's
three games if it goes all the
7 Western Conference chamDOUBLE TROUBLE L J
- ockey Chris Dexter and his steed, Royal Rudolf crash to inti
Russell replaced starting for- Bob Cagy.
way and they have to win all
turf during the "Kybo" Handicap steeplechase at Plumpton, England. They fell at an open
pionship series.
three."
ditch. Horse was unscathed but the jockey was injured.
The upset at the Oakland Coliseum Arena came before
The four-day layoff gave exmany of the same home fans
tra time to mend to such hobwho walked out on the Warriors
bled Hawks as Pit Martin,
during Saturday night's game.
playing with a pulled groin
"We didn't want to be embarmuscle; rookie Phil Russell,
rassed again," said center Nate
who has an ailing knee, and
Thurmond, who scored 23
veteran Stan Mikita, who no
points and outrebounded the
longer needs special taping of a
Lakers' Wilt Chamberlain, 181968 Model with 100 Johnson. Has sun
fractured heel.
16.
By NORM CLARKE
he talked of today's home run ing. I love that.
However, scrappy defenseThe Lakers-Warriors clash
top, power lift and good trailer. Completely
"And I'm going back to MonAssoehRd_Press Writer
threats and future candidates.
man Keith Magnuson's exwas the only pro basketball acHank
deer
and
those
tana
to
hunt
c,AP)
CINCINNATI
I
years
ago
"Two to three
pected return to action after
tion Monday night. Their series
equippped and ready to go!
suffering a broken law in the Aaron says it's pride, not pur- would have told you Willie things... antelope.. that run so could end Wednesday night on
fast."
that
keeps
any
records,
greatest
suit
of
the
would
be
McCovey
Hawks' 5-4 victory April 15 has
All For $175000
him going, but he's bracing home run hitter in the game. If
been ruled out by Reay.
himself "for the saddest day of he hadn't hurt himself, he'd
my life."
have topped all the records,"
Atlanta says Aaron.
The
39-year-old
Expanded Role For Fitch
Braves' slugger, baseball's agCincinnati's Johnny Bench,
CLEVELAND I AP)- Cleve- ing lion was sidelined Sunday whose 157 homers at age 25 put
land Cavalier Coach Bill Fitch with a back injury as he strug- him well ahead of Ruth's pace,
Grayson McCIsife d-b-ti HAPPY HOLIDAY TRAVEL,INC
it working in a new expanded gled with one of the worst "has all the potential," says
By NORM -CLARKE
coast those last couple months.
Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake
role today for the National Bas- starts of his career. But he Aaron. "But being a catcher is
we
Associated Press Writer
To hit .300 you need what
94 East out of Murray to 280 to 614 to Panorama
ketball Association draft.
says he is "staying in baseball going to wear him out."
CINCINNATI (AP) - "If I call hitter's luck. A hit a week
See Dane McClure, Jerry Henry,Don or Grayson McClure
Fitch was given the added simply to do a job I love-reHammerin' Hank re-empha- was paid for my production in is all the difference in the
duties of general manager Mon- gardless of any record.
had
Rose
sized he has no desire to be- the first two months...I'd be world over a season."
"Baseball is my life. I want :rome a manager when his play- carrying a lunch pail," is how
day night. He has been coach
two hits in nine of the Reds'
to
stay
in
it."
personplayer
director
of
and
dig days are over.
Pete Rose of the Cincinnati first 15 games and mounted an
job,
"And when I can't do the
INCORPORATED
nel since the Cavs wasiounded
"I don't want those head- Reds has often described his eight-game hitting streak.
I'll quit," he said as the Braves aches," he said. "There's hitting at the start of each
three years ago.
He's expected to claim his
Panorama Shores
Demonstration
Hite Phone
recover from a plunge enough worry being a player baseball season.
Cavalier President Nick J. fought to
2,000th career hit in June if be
Available
4114483
early
evenings
& Holidays
preparing
"I'm
into
last
place.
someone
else's
He
having
pace.
without
How
have
present
held
the
times
have
also
his
maintains
Mileti, who has
come.
for
it.
It's
got
to
goal.
problems."
changed.
title of general manager, said
says 3,000 is his lifetime
"And when that day comes, it
As the time approaches when
Rose, who last year became
Fitch has earned the right to
of
my
saddest
day
will
be
the
uniform No. 44 is donned for the only active major leaguer
increased responsibility with
life," says Aaron, who, in his the last time, Aaron's thoughts to hit .300 or better for eight
the Cavs' organization. He has
season, is closing in on are turning to a family of teen- consecutive seasons, is off to
done an outstanding job the 29th
Babe Ruth's all-time home run -agers and free time.
ene of the hottest starts of his
past three seasons in develrecord.
"I
have
some
things 11-year career.
oping a competitive team."
He got his fourth homer of planned," he said with a knowHe has already collected
the season Friday, leaving him ing nod.
23 hits and is swinging his bat
with only 38 to better Ruth's
"I've got a 27-foot cabin at a lusty .343 clip.
lifetime mark of 714. But Aa- cruiser and my brother Tommy
a claim and setting forth your name and full
An individual plaintiff has com"When you have a history of
ron's batting average has plu- and I are going deep-sea fish- bad starts like I do, this is
address. If you do not mail such a statement,
menced an action and the Executrix of his
postmarked not later than June 8, 1973,that
meted to .132.
estate has been designated as representative
most welcome," said the veterwill constitute an authorization that money
of a class consistintof the follow in :
.nne_is _pitching Me. elm
an outfielder,- who•-twmed 32
- -11111-111 tette/tient ittirtidt'allocated- to in--ATI usirs orquoune, gum I e, o
different," he says. "Actually
last week.
dividual claims may be utilized for the pubchona products,or any other related product
I'm hitting the ball well.
The quick start could mean
lic benefit in such manner.as the Court may
or substance, for medicinal purposes in the
THURSDAY COUPLES
"It's one of th4-)se things,"
direct;
Bowling League
United States or the Commonwealth of
Rose's return to the 200-hit
says the Alabama-born player Team
(5) A hearing will be held before the
Puerto Rico.
time
since
for
the
first
plateau
95
29
who has hit 24 or more homers Red Birds
Court, beginning on June 20, 1973, at 4:00
This action seeks damages resulting from
7711
11
/
2 4531 2 1970.
Road Runners
o'clock in the afternoon in Room 4 of the
for 18 consecutive years and U
alleged violations by the defendants of cerisnS 111,
0W
,qh8o
t gw
N PS
He's shooting for his third
United States Court House, Philadelphia,
tain provisions of the antitrust laws. It is
70
54
has a .311 career batting avertitle,
69/
1
2
-- 541 4 National teague batting
Misfits
Pennsylvania. The purpose of the hearing
alleged in substance that during the period
age.
56
68
Demons
having won back-to-back titles
is to determinewhether the proposed settle1958-1966 the defendants conspired to re"I'm not going to worry B's C's
56
68
in 1968 and 1969.
ment should be approved By, the Court unstrain trade and commerce in the manufac57
67
Alley
Cats
about it," he said, of this year's
der Rule 23(e)of the Federal Rules of Civil
ture and sale of quinine, quinidine and other
He had 29 hits for all of April
59
65
Ten Pens
t-for-38 slump.
63
62
6,
Procedure. If the settlement is approved and
52
7
1/
1
2 6
6
Strikers
cinchona products. It is further alleged that
1968 and 26 in 1969. He still has
Aaron's next double will tie Strikes
becomes effective in accordance with the
as a result of this conspiracy purchasers of
month.
games
left
this
five
Body Shop
terms of the Stipulation of Settlement, this
such products has been compelled to pay
him with Charley Gehringer for Gene's
55/
1
2 611,, 2
Rockets
"This is really icing on the
action will be dismissed on the merits as
higher prices thar they otherwise would
seventh on the all-time list with Fighting Four
SAI1
/
2 69'
cake, because I'm traditionally
against the settling defendants with preju72
have paid.
52
Whiz Kids
574.
a hot weather hitter," said
80
44
Super Bowlers
The defendants have denied the allegadice;
"I'm not concerned with an- Pacers
43 . 81
753-0489
Rose, who had only 16 hits in
(6) A hearing shall be held before the
tions and have denied•liability.
34'?
89'
.
Four
Grove
Lynn
other man's record," he says.
Court in Courtroom No. 4 in the United
On April 2, 1973, certain of the defendApril 1972 but batted .323 in the
Team
Game
(SC)
High
"I want to some day sit down Demons
ants,• while denying liability, entered into
States CoureHouse, Philadelphia, Pennsyl805 last month of the season to finand see that I was as consistent Red Birds
716
vania on June 20, 1973, at 4:00 p.m. for the
a Stipulation of Settlement with the plaintiff
average.
ish
with
a
.307
as a Ty Cobb, Lou Gehrig or Road Runners
class representative, a copy of which is
purpose of determining whether the Stipula"But it doesn't mean I can
available for inspection at the Office of the
tion of Settlement, dated April 2, 1973, beHigh Team Game (14C) 8°5
Babe Ruth."
938
Clerk of the Court, referred to below. Under
tween plaintiffs and certain of the defenAaron says he feels his age Demons
Red finds
807
that Stipulation of Settlement $725,000 plus
dants is fair, reasonable and adequate and
most "when I play a night Road Runners
805
the income earned thereon, less expenses of
should be approved;
game and have to get up the
the settlement -and such amount as the Court
High Team Series (SC)
(7) Any member of the class who objects
next day for an afternoon 'Demons
might allow in payment to plaintiff's at.to approval of the settlement, or the judgRed Birds
game.
torneys
for
their
fees
and
expenses,
would
ment to" be entered thereon, may appear at
4
19
97
70
3
Runners
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
"It's tough when you get Road High
be paid to members of the class hereinabove
the hearing and show cause, if any he has,
Team Series (NC)
described in settlement of their claims
American League
2398
old," he grinned. "The game Demons
why it should not be approved and why
9293
Strikes
against the settling defendants. The dejudgment should not be entered thereon.
East
gets a lot tougher.")
Road Runners
fendants have the right to withdraw from
However, any objection must initially be
W.. L. Pct. G.B.
Weight is another problem.
' High incl. Game (SC) 7267
the proposed settlement on certain terms
macie in writing and filed with the Clerk of
men
Baltimore
9 5 .643 -"You'd think I could lose 2-3
and conditions as set forth in the Stipulation
256
the Court on or before 5:00 p.m. on June 4,
Jon_es
ce
8
6
.571
1
Detroit
pounds just like that," he said, Tommy
' 232
of Settlement. In the event the defendants
Delmar Brewer
1973, showing thereon service of a copy on
6 6 .500 2
patting his still-trim waistline.
215 Milwaukee
exercise this option to withdraw, plaintiff's
counsel for plaintiffs, Aaron M. Fine, EsWomen
6 7 .462 2/
Boston
1
2
"When you're young you can
attorneys will have the right to petition the ..quire, 1214 1VB Building, Philadelphia,
192
Mitzi Lax
Court for an award from the settlement _ Pennsylvania 19103 and on counsel acting
6 8 .429 3
burn it off fast. But I can't."
178 New York
Belinda Higgins
fund of their fees and expenses to that date.
171
6 9 .400 3/
Cleveland
1
2
for settling defendants,'Bernard J. Smolens,
vfle sat in his hotel room as MitziLax
(HC)
Game
High inn.
The class hereinabOve described has been
Esquire, 1719 Packard Building, PhiladelWest
men
established by this Coort for the purpose of
phia, Pennsylvania 19102;
277 Kansas City
10 5 .667 Tommy Jones
administering the Stipulation of Settlement.
(8) No member of the class shall be en8 4 .667 /
Delmar Brewer
Minnesota
1
2
titled in any way to contest the approval of
John Hill
Now,therefore,tette mac
6 5 .545 2
Chicago
the terms and conditions of the Stipulation
(1)You will be excluded from the class by
6 6 .500 2/
1
2
237 California
Mitzi Lax
of Settlement, or, if approved, the judgment
this
Court
if
you
request
such
exclusion
in
232 Oakland
• Belinda Higgins •
5 9 .357 4/
1
2
to be entered thereon, unless he has served
writing sent to John J. Harding,Clerk of the
'216
Mitzi Lax
2 8 .200 5/
Texas
1
2
and filed written objections in accordance
High led. Series (SC)
United States District Court for the Eastern
with paragraph 7 above, and any member of
Men
National League
District
of
Pennsylvania,
P.
0.
Box
95,
577
Delmar Brewer
the class who fails to object in the manner
Philadelphia,
East
Pennsylvania
19105,
post566
Tommy Jones
prescribed shall be deemed to have waived,
marked not later than May 24, 1973;
567
John Hill
W. L. Pct. G.B.
and shall be foreclosed forever from raising
Women
(2)
If
you
do
not
request
exclusion
from
8 2 .800 any objections except by leave of court for
527 Pittsburgh
Mail Lax
the, class by May 24, 1973, you willbe in8 5 .615 11
456 Chicago
/
2
Hilde Burket
good cause shown; and
cluded
in
such
class
and
any
judgment
457 New York
Betty Dixon
8 6 .571 2
(9) If the proposed settlement of this acwhether favorable or not, including any
High Ind Series (NC)
tion is approved, it is contemplated that
Philadelphia
7 6 .038 2/
1
2
Men
judgment approving any settlement, will be
thereafter each class member who has filed
656 Montreal
John Hill •
6 7 .462 3/
1
2
binding upon you;
629
Tommy Jones
a timely notice of intention to file a claim
1
(3)
If
12
you
do
Louis
.077
not
St.
8
/
1
2
request
exclusion
from
619
Delmar Brewer
will be given an opportunity to file a claim
the class but prefer in connectiorrWith your
West
women •
and will thereafter he given an opportunity
individual claim to be represented by yoGe
'4662 San Francisco 13 5 .722 Mit2i Lax
to be heard as to the allowance or disallow568
Virginia Buchanan
own counsel rather than by counsel to the
11 5 .688 1
. 567 Cincinnati
ance of its claim and as to the portion of the
Mickey Burkeen
class representative, you may enter an ap-.
High Averages
10 8 .556 3
Houston
settlement fund, if any, to be allocated to
pearance through your counsel hut not later
Men
7 10 .412 51
its claim
Los Angeles
/
2
than May 24, 1973;
Dan Jones
6 12 .333 7
184 San Diego
Jim Neale
(4) If you do not request exclusion from
Dater; April 24, 1973
180 AllNlta
Delmar Brewer
4 11 .267 71
the class, you must mail to lobo J. Harding,
/
2
1711
rc.Prargroye
John J. Harding,
Clerk of the United States District Court for
Lyman Dixon
176
the Eastern District of Pihnsylvania, P. 0.
171
Clerk of the United States District
Tommy Jones
GOLF
Box 95, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19105,
170
Bobby Latimer
Court for the Eastern Markt Of
(Garlic Bread included
PINEHURST, N. C. - Janet
postmarked not late; than June 8, 1973, a
Women.,
Pennsylvania, P. 0. Box 95,
Pahl,Neale
164 Coles, a freshman at Arizona
statement indicating that you intend to file
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19105.
Bety Dixon
is.,
State, won medalist honors in
Judy Parker
15
•Societe Nopantrehe de Predate Chimlques. S.A Mead
ilde Burket
14, the North and South women's
Charles L. HuiskIna & Company: Ate". Yantorits. Ltd .
Johmton & Company. R. W. Greet! & Co.. Inc.. Rebut.
W8144444 ynrs Coniritil, • Georgie Tessmar. John 4,
aVaughnJakrner
Do, and -Chemical Company lyhe. present ham, of
tourney
with
amateur
a oneLumley. Plerre Augustine. Harry Y. de Schepper and
Buriene Brelltkr
1:1
which Is Dart Industries Inc.), S.S.Y. Crwporation. : Boettrinaer
Mannherm4.inda.H.
Glyncla Black
•
I-1- over-par 75

Hammerin' Hank Is Playing For Pride
And Preparing For the Great Sad Day

SKI BOAT and
RUNABOUT

Pete Rose Off To One Of
His Best Baseball Starts

APPY HOLIDAY TRAVE

Notice to Consumers with Respect-to. Claims
-in Connection with
Quinine,Quinidine and Other Cinchona Products

Taylor Nam
As Rookie(
Year In AB

MOUNTAIN VIEW
(AP) - Keeping up
football-playing big bre
answering those who
him for leaving Princet
junior year helped
New York Nets guar
Taylor in winning the A
Basketball Association
of the Year honors.
Taylor, who will t
June, is here for a ma
it with his brother, B
who as a San Franci
cornerback won the
Football Conference Ri
fensive Player of tl
award in 1970.
Sports writers ant
casters in 10 ABA ci
vote announced Monc
Taylor 24 votes to 22
Silas of the Dallas Cha
"I worked hard for
lor said in an interviem
night. "Now I'm Just
sit back and relax an
little California sunsh
couple of weeks."
Taylor said he four
satisfaction in the a,
cause "I took a lot of
for leaving school a ye
graduation."
Although he avert
points for 63 games ar
league with 52.7 per
field goal accuracy
thinks his defensive
the major factor in
over Silas, who aver
points and hit 50.2 pe
his field goal attempts
"I know the ABA
were impressed more
defensive play when U
me the outstanding ri
month," Taylor said.
when I had to."
The 6-foot-3, 180-pott
was on the bench in
season but won a
berth.
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Fishing Prospects
Will Be Brighter

MOUNTAIN VIEW, Calif.
(AP) — Keeping up with his
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
football-playing big brother and Rains and high winds have curanswering those who criticized tailed much fishing activity,
him for leaving Princeton in his but many lakes report good
junior year helped motivate fishing in prospect for the
New York Nets guard Brian middle of the week.
Taylor in winning the American
The Fish and Wildlife _ ReBasketball Association's Rookie sources Department gave this
of the Year honors.
rundown:
Taylor, who will be 22 in
Green—crappie good on minJune, is here for a month's vis- nows; black bass fair to good
it with his brother, Bruce, 25, along deep banks on deep runwho as a San Francisco 49er ners; clear, stable at summer
cornerback won the National pool and 64 degrees.
Football Conference Rookie DeGrayson—crappie
fair
fensive Player of the Year around treetops and stickups;
award in 1970.
black bass fair in upper lake by
Sports writers and broad- casting deep runners and jigcasters in 10 ABA cities in a ging nightcrawlers; below dam,
vote announced Monday gave trout fair; clear to murky,
Taylor 24 votes to 22 for Jim stable at pool and 61 degrees.
Silas of the Dallas Chaparrals.
Fishtrap—crappie good
"I worked hard for it," Tay- around cover areas; black bass
lor said in an interview Monday on deep runners in stickups;
night. "Now I'm just going to clear, stable, three feet below
sit back and relax and enjoy a pool and 66.
little California sunshine for a
Cumberland—crappie good to
couple of weeks."
excellent with some limits;
Taylor said he found added black bass fair by casting shalsatisfaction in the award be- low runners and surface lures
cause "I took a lot of criticism in upper lake and by jigging
for leaving school a year before minnows in lower lake; below
graduation."
Although he averaged 15.3
points for 63 games and led the
league with 52.7 per cent in
field goal accuracy, Taylor
thinks his defensive play was
-the major factor in winning
over Silas, who averaged 13.7
points and hit 50.2 per cent of
his field goal attempts.
"I know the ABA players
were impressed more with my
defensive play when they voted
Ble the outstanding rookie last
Month," Taylor said. "I scored
when I had to."
The 6-foot-3, 180-pound Taylor
was on the bench in the early
season but won a starting
berth.

li —Great
THE

dam, trout fair to good; white
bass good in south fork on dojigs; clear to murky to muddy,
two feet below pool and falling,
64 degrees.
Dalai Hollow—crappie good
over submerged cover; black
bass fair by casting and still
fishing live nightcrawlers;
clear, stable, five feet above
pool and 61 degrees.
Herrington—black bass fair
on plastic worms along rocky
points and dropoffs; crappie on
minnows around stickups;
white bass good in Dix River
on do-jigs; clear, falling, four
feet above pool and 61.
Kentucky—crappie fair to
good along brushy banks; black
bass fair on medium runners in
inlets and bays; below dam,
high and muddy, two gates
open; murky to muddy, rising,
five feet above pool and 61 degrees.
Nolin—crappie good on minnows around stickups; black
bass good on surface lures and
shallow runners along shallow
banks; clear to murky; 21:2 feet
above pool and rising slowly, 62
degrees.
Barkley—crappie good in inlets and bays around cover
area; black bass fair on medium runners in inlets and
bays; below darn, crappie good
and white bass fair on minnows
and do-jigs; muddy, rising, 5
feet above pool and 61 degrees.
Barren—crappie good to excellent over dropoffs : and
around cover areas"; black bass
fair to good on surface lures
and shallow runners in inlets
and bays; clear to murky, rising slowly, five feet above pool
and 60 degrees.
Dewey—crappie good on minnows around treetops and stickups; muddy, stable, at pool
and 58 degrees.
Rough River—crappie fair in
south fork in inlets and bays;
black bass on deep rtmners and
artificial worms along rocky
points; below darn, trout fair to
good, clear to murky to muddy,
60 degrees, four feet above
summer pool and falling slowly.
Bill Wilder, a senior at Christ
geood
BuckhOrn2crappie
Carol*
North
Arden,
SION to
stickups;
treetops
and
around
varsity
hal, been awarded a
black bass fair jigging nightletter in basketball.
Wilder, who previously at- crawlers along rocky banks and
mudtended Murray High, plans to stickups; lower two-thirds
to
murky,
upper
third
clear
dy,
attend either Southwestern at
pool
Memphis or Center College rising, eight feet below
and 64 degrees.
after gratluatigiHe is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
C.D. Wilder, of 410 South 16th
Street, in Murray.

Bill Wilder
Imperial
1111
Earns Letter
IS THE LARGEST
SELLING CIGAR
IN THE WORLD

Kuno-

EDWARD

I have been in the campaign for sheriff since March. At
hat time. I made some promises to you. I pledged to you at
first of the campaign that I would provide twenty-four
protection for seven days a week—every week—for
•
ree hundred sixty-five days a year.
I also pledged to work with all law enforcement officials to
see that Murray and Calloway countians receive the best
. otection possible
I am thirty-three years of age and I feel that my age will
enable me to work with and understand any and all age
groups.
I am a life-long Calloway countian and I am familiar with
the problems of this county. I would like to ask you—the
people of Calloway ('ounty—for you help and support.
YOUR VOTE,HELP AND INFLUENCE WILL BE
GREATLY APPRECIATED
Paid Political Ad., paid for by Earl Futrell
Rt. 1, Murray

By DAN BERGER .
Associated Press Sports Writer
SANTA MONICA, Calif.„(AP)
— College basketball's Player
of the Year, called an enigma
by some and a will o' the wisp
by others, plays life by ear and
SUMS his personal philosophy by
saying:
"I like to do things that make
me feel good."
Thus Bill Walton plays the
game of basketball. He hasn't
lost a game since he was a junior in high school, and he says
he'll be back at UCLA next season in an attempt to extend the
Bruins' all-time winning streak
by 313 more games, to 105.
Walton has been criticized for
his aloofness to the public and
news media, for his anti-war
stand—he was arrested for
leading a demonstration on
campus—and for his failure. to
compete on the 1972 U.S. Olympic team.
But he will play in an upcoming U.S.-Russian basketball
series, and in an exclusive interview, he was at ease.
Friendly and chatting without
hesitation, he said the main
reason he's been unavailable to
the news media is because he
feels questions directed at him
after games try to make it
teem that UCLA is a one-man
team.
"One thing that I've been
saying all along, but it never
seems to get into print," he
said, "is that I think when a
group decides to honor a No. 1
player, really, in effect, they
are honoring the No. 1 team,
because basketball is really a
team game.
"You can't honor an individual in a team game. And I
think that every honor I've got-
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BRANDON'S s Hart Transplant And Doc Move
Yankees Out Of AL Basement
= is; BITS j.

—
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON _
took over with tw, on and one home run abed halfway up the
Writer
Sports
Press
Associated
out and blanked the Brewers mezzazine aides in left field.
The New York Yankees used the rest of the we', fanning six
By Mike Brandon
The game was spiced by an
a Hart transplant and a would- more.
apparent brushback duel betheir
some
of
cure
be doctor to
Still on a medical kick, the tween Roberts and Greif in the
It seems that weather is taking the best games off of the Murray
ills Monday night.
ran theirwinning streak fifth inning. Members of both
Astros
State baseball schedule.
Designated hitter Jim Ray
to
five
in a row all since Man- teams poured onto tbe field but
1..tist Thursday the Thoroughbreds were rained out against
sensational
continued
his
Hart
Duncher sm- con- me peoefer we Orem
ager
Leo
Southern Illinois University and yesterday the home game with
hitting by driving in two runs
hospital with
Houton
fined
to
a
Vanderbilt was called off due to the wet grounds.
Rudy May pitched a five-hitwith a single and double and
SIU is off to a great start, haling run off nine wins in a row
rookie George "Doc" Medich, an inflarnmaton of the colon. ter and Frank Robinson delivduring7their 14-2 spring season. The Salukis have stolen 41 out of
with relief help from old Dave Robert and Jim York ered a two-run single to lead
42 stolen base attempts this spring
preacher Lindy McDaniel, post- scattered eidt hits and Doug the Angels over the floundering
atwo-run homer in world champion A's.
Only three opponents have been able to steal off of the Salukis
ed his first major league victo- Rader hit
ining. Loser Bill
the
second
as catcher-Larry Calufetti has one of the strongest arms in the
ry as the Yankees ended a twoThe Angels scored three
allowed a run in
country. The Salukis are lOth ranked nationally.
year skein of seven consecutive Greif had ot
ais season when he times in the third inning in
Vanderbilt is the eighth ranked team. A win over Vandy would
losses to Milwaukee by defeat- 15 innings
walked Jis Wynn with one out sending winless John "Blue
certainly have enhanced the Thoroughbreds' hopes for a NCAA
ing the Brewers 5-2.
in
the seend and Rader, bat- Moon" Odom to his fourth dehid
In the only other American
ting only.177, hammered his feat.
League game, the California
Murray High has been rained out of five games. When and if the
Angels whipped the Oakland
season ever starts, Charlie Rains will open up on the mound for
A's 4-0 while the Houston Asthe Tigers.
tros blanked the San Diego
Calloway County has not been able to play any games either.
Padres 2-0 in the only National
They hope to begin their season with a home game tomorrow with
League action.
Mayfield
- Since the Yankees acquired
Hart from the San Francisco
Austin Peay has signed another brilliant basketball prospect
Giants last week, the veteran
He is 6-6 Dale Westly from Glenns High School in Birmingham, 31-year-old slugger has rapped
Alabama
out eight hits in 13 at-bats—
Previously, the Governors signed 6-9 Ralph Garner from the
that's a .615 average—with five
same high school.
runs batted in. He singled home
Garner averaged 10 points and 14 rebounds per game last
one of two fourth-inning runs
season for his team that wasthe Class AA champions In Alabama.
off loser Bill Parsons and douOthers who have signed at Austin Peay include 6-4 Juan Smith
bled home another as the
of Gastonia, North Carolina; 6-6 Joe Johnson of Gulf Coast Junior
Yanks added three in the fifth.
College in Panama City, Florida and 6-4 Gary Maier of Louisville.
While Medich, a third-year
medical student at the UniverThe Murray State basketball reel utthig office has announced
sity of Pittsburgh, is studying
today that five ecsix top prospects will be signed in the next few
toward a career in orthopedics,
days.
Hart is taking a cram course in
According to Assistant Coach Fre,d Overton, the prospects
AL pitchers.
performer
6-8
Indiana
and
a
Gary.
include a 6-9 standout from
from Chicago.
"In cold weather like this I
Also signing with the Racers will be a 6-6 guard and a 6-4 junior
get stiff not playing in the
Model 1281
college guard.
Model 1291
field he said, "but I'm able to
• Peerless Transaxle Drive • Electric Key Starting
concentrate more on hi
Being new to the league, it'
• 36 Twin Blade Cutting
• 6 HP Tecumseh Engine
helped me to be able to sit
• Electric Key Starting
• 30 cut
the dugout and study the Ott
• Synchro-balanced 8 HP
• Four-speed
ers to learn somethizg elan
Briggs & Stratton engine
Transmission
them. It's helped my concentr
Massive
•
Turf-Saver
Tires
•
Single lever cutting
tion on hitting, and maybe 0
height adjustment
• Single' lever cutting height
( the designated hitter) rulein
adjustment
help me last three or four ire
CHARLOTTE, N.C. (AP) — evened the American Basket- years. I don't have to vtlrY
"The first quarter could well ball Association series at 3-3 about fielding ground ba0
Choose either the standard tractor type mower or
decide the game," says Caro- with a 115-100 rout in Louisville. would like to play, nattellYi
the new rear engine golf car look. Designed to
lina Cougar guard Hack Calvin
"I didn't have any complaints but it would be kind of sigh
handle big lawn keeping needs.
of tonight's game with the Ken- with our shot selection," said here with a hell of a play like
tucky Colonels for the ABA Cougar Coach Larry Brown. (Graig) Nettles at third
East Division championship
We just missed too many layMedich, a tall 244r-old
"The taam that gains control offs.
ewerl
early may be'the winner in a
The guards-hit only seven of right-hander, held the
six
strucket
to
one
hit
and
game with this much pres- 35 field goal tries. Gene Littles
Distributed in Western Kentucky by
when
sure."
and Ted McLain tried 11 shots until the sixth innir
E. BLANKENSHIP OF KENTUCKY INC.
For the Cougars to assume between them and missed on Pedro Garcia and Bohbluccio
tagged him for sohnomers.
early command, they must not all. C5 was only 3 for 13.
Bob's Park Standard, Benton, Ky.
experience another shooting
At the same time, Kentucky's The 37-year-old McDiel a lay
-season,
preacher
during
the
f
drought such as they did Satur- guards were able consistently
day night when the Colonels to work the ball inside the big
inelfArtit GihTiOre and DIM IV
sel.
When the 7-foot-2 Gilmore
sets up in the low post and goes
to the basket, he is the added
offensive weapon the Colonels
need to complement Issel and
Rick Mount.
Wendell Lildner, who came
ten is really a great honor for off the bench to spark the Coloour team—and one well-de- nels to victory with his fiery
served because we work hard- play and long-range bombing in
er. We go out there and we the first and sixth games,
seem to beat the opposition needed 42 stitches after crashmore often than not."
ing over the Cougar bench and
Winning is really not as im- into a water cooler in Louisville
portant, said Walton, as is play- Saturday. But he and the Kening well.
tucky doctor say he will play
"I like to play well," he said. tonight. Kentucky substitutes
"It's not a matter of winning Jimmy O'Brien and rookie Ron
and losing. It's if we feel good Thomas also have hurt Caroafter the game."
lina on occasion.
Ed Manning, 6-foot-8 forward
and center, has been Carolina's
super sub. He will be matched
up against Issel and Gilmore,
depending upon who else is on
the floor.
The winner will face defending champion Indiana in the
ever imagine yourself el-using lazily along a beautiful lake, breath-taking scenery
championship series, which
t you, your family,friends, and people you love to be with—comfortable furniture—
By The Associated Press
also will be best of seven.
ue grill—evening sun making longer shadows across the sparkling waters.
NBA Playoffs
"If we don't make the finals,
THIS CAN BE YOURS FOR VERY LITTLE MONEY COMPARED TO THE
All Starting Times EST
you have to classify the whole
URE THAT-IT OFFERS.
All Best-of-7 Series
year as a total loss," says Coueven the simpliest food taste fit for a king on the water. We would like to introduce
Semifinals
gar forward Joe Caldwell.
the pleasures unknown thrn our luxurious FLOTE-WYTE PONTOONS. We have IS
Monday's Games
leetion in stock from 20'to 22'--Ontboard or Stern Drive.
Western Conference
hallenge you to look—Try one—Your fear of water will be gone when you ride on a
Golden State 117, Los Angeles Speedway In Operation
stable HARRIS FLOTE-BOTE PONTOON. Take a look, Take a ride, Then you
109, Los Angeles leads 3-1
.We hope you will soon decide while our selection is good.
Tuesday's Games
ONTARIO, Calif. ( API —
rs are very difficult to obtain at this time due to an unpredictable demand in the
No games scheduled
Parnelli Jones accepted the
tion world.
Wednesday's Games
keys Monday to Ontario Motor
Eastern Conference
Speedway, putting the $25.5-milGrayson McClure d-b7a HAPPY HOLIDAY TRAVEL,INC
New York at Boston, 7:30 lion racing facility back in opPanorama Shores on Kentucky Lake
p.m., New York leads 3-1
eration after 41
/
2 months of in94 East out of Murray to VS to 014 to Panorama
Western Conference
activity.
See Dane McClure, Jerry Henry,Don or Grayson McClure
Golden State at Los Angeles,
Jones, president of Ontario
if necessary
Motor Speedway Operating Co.
Ltd., said he and Indianapolis
Motor Speedway owner Tony
ABA Playoffs
All Starting Times EST
Hulman had reached an agreeINCORPORATED
All Best-of-7 Series
ment with the U.S. Auto Club
Division Championships
for sanction of the fourth CaliPANORAMA SHORES
Monday's Games
fornia 500, to be held here Sept.
No games scheduled
2.
Mite Phone
Tuesday's Games
The track had been closed
Eastern Division
last December when previous
436-5483
Kentucky at Carolina, 8 p.ret, operators couldn't meet a rent
-Carotinaleads 3-2
payment.

For A Test Drive See

Thirk Botes
Flote-Bote

Pro Cage
Playoffs

Happy Holiday Travel

SHERIFF'S

LE

I will on Monday, May 14, 1973, at 10:00 a.m. at e Court House
door at Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky, e4ose to public
sale to the highest bidder the following delinquent t4 claims upon
which a real estate'assessment appears(the arnouX includes the
tax, penalty, Sheriff's service fee and advertisi cost ). The
claims sold become a lien upon the property descried upon the
face of the tax bill and are subject to 12 per cent int4est per annum

Clyde Steele
SHERIFF OF CALLOWAY COUNTY, KENTIAKY
GRADED SCHOOL DISTRICT
Rill No.

Names

224. Barger,Zelma J
292, Beaugard, Georgia
318. Betts, Marie Brandon
624, Burkeen, Dennis
708 ,Cannon, John C.
1022, Crider, Rowland, h
1042, Cullom, Richard
1067, Cunningham,Theodore R.
1148, Dibble, Ralph & Frank Dibble
1265, Dunbar, Ella Est.
1518, Farris, Lottie
1527, Farri,s, Tremon P Jr.
1539, Fenton H. J.
1581, Fleming, John Paul
1622, Fox, Robert B
1722, Garner, Harold D.
1773, Gilbert, Vernon & Martha
1806, Gooch.James Bartley
1965, Harding, Bert
2163, Hodges, John & Dan Nanny
2312. Hughes, Glenda G.
2336. Ruie...IIa Mae 2409, Inman, Luther,& Jerry
2578, Jones, Jerry M.
2693, Kenley, Lou Ellen
2761, Knight, Richard W.& Annie
2859, Lasater, Joe F.
2906, Latimer, Thomas E.
2973, Liberty Super Market
3194, Marvin Billy
3309, Mott, Kenneth
3328, Murray, A.G.
3411, McClure,Pearly D.
3475, McGeehee, Desiree
3547, Nanny, Donald
3840, Payne,James E.
3931, Polston, Barry,
4222, Rogers,Glen
4357, Rutledge, Pete Jr.
4635, Skiriner, Geo. T.
4636, Skinner,John W.
- 4639,Skinner,Orai•
4766, Spencer, Dwain
4768, Spencer. Jesse E Jr
4769,Spencer. Jesse
4,11.Spencer, Jesse
4774, Spencer, Jesse
4776, Spencer, Jesse
-4780-,-Spencer,Jestiee
4782, Spencer, Jesse
4786,Spencer, Jesse
4787, Spencer,Jesse
4790, Spencer, Jesse Jr.
4791, Spencer, Jesse Jr.
4792, Spencer, Jesse Jr.
4793,Spencer, Jesse Jr.
4816, Stalls, Vernon E.
5356, Walls, Harold
5357, Walls, Harold G.& James Lynwood
5405, Warren, Edward C.
5552, Wilkins, John Neal
5671, Wiman,Lewis R.
5708, Wofford, Louise
5812, Zambella, William A.

Amount
197.40
8.26
68.91
165.05
131.36
20.98
33.73
50.16
46.45
16.75
43.71
199.28
346.60
,151.73
190.27
28.22
12.49
114.11
10.79
124.56
140.24
71.92
42.22
301.17
46.45
147.22
129.77
176.57
63.43
190.79
136.98
20.98
134.75
. 33.73
139.85
27.01
l4L55
173.19
32.92
25.24
81.45
12.49
97.40
53.80
-- 105.89
105 89
105.89
•
105.89
—49619
105.89
105.89
5105.89
105.89
105.89
105.89
105.89
17.06
49.43
22.68
177.52
26.94
177.20
7.39
88.91

COMMON SCHOOL DISTRICT

,
;
:
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5839, Abell, Leonard E.
5840, Abell, Leonard E
5945, Adsit, Glenn
5961, Ahart, William :5963, Ainsworth, Charles H
6054, Allen, William H.
6070, Allmon, Dean Edward
6141, Applegate, Carl
6148, Arms, William R.
6199, Asaro, Charles
6239, Baar, Robert K.
6305, Bailey, Max E.
6329, Baker. Robert L.
6373, Barclay,Jack R.
6374. Barclay, Jack
6375, Barclay, Jack
6477. Barnett,Shirley
6436, Barnett, Wm. Ray
6472, Barth, Oscar, C.
6486, Bates, Myron E. Jr.
6487, Bates, Myron
6489, Bauer, Helmut G.
6490, Bauer, Roy E.
6496, Baylor, Billy
6588, Beane, Rubena
6618, Behayes, John
6631, Bell, Beverly Bruce
6632, Bell, Carl
6638, Bell, Harold G.
6648, Bell Se Overby
6661, Bennett, Carl W.
6677, Benton, Jack
6726, Billheimer, John K.
6764, Bishop, C.A. Decd. J.W. Frost)
6843, Bloodgood, Donald D.
6910, Bondurant, Marcella
6911, Bondurant, William
6966, Bowling, Neil Wesley
6994. Boyd,Tony T.
7003, Braboy, Richard H.
7005, Bradford, Ronald F.
7042, Brandon, IC.
7073. Brantley, 1/.1•'. & Alvie Roy Brantley •
7130, Brittain,
Brittain
•
7073, Brantley, 14.F. & Alive Roy Brantley

. 7164, Brooks, Melton D
: 7182, Brown, Dale
. 7201, Brown, Leland E.
7206, Brown, Morris
7229, Brown, Willie D.
7229, Brown, Willie D.

6.46
6.32
5.23
25.54
7.10
15.72
13.26
5.86
11.40
16.34
158.23
74.96
8.32
10.17
73.02
66.75
5.55
6.46
4.92
6.46
6.15
15.11
6.32
5.55
13.26
5.86
44.38
5.86
7.71
5.23
5.86
282.41
19.43
7.52
7.10
8.94
4.92
6.23
11.40
16.34
5.86
53.46
9.55
4.63
9.55
,41 7.71
4.8.1
5.23
59.52
53.16
53.16

7237, Bruce, Mrs. Logan
7248, Bryant, Charles
7323, Bullington, Herbert
7326, Burah, William H.
7341, Burgeson, Robert
7427, Burnett, Joe N.
7445, Burton, Bobby
7554, Cable, Joe W.
7597, Callis W.V.
7611, Campbell, Burton L.
7623, Campbell,Omer
7626, Canada, Riley F.
7638, Cantrell, Jerry & Shirley
7644, Carling, Herbert
7649, Carner, Doyle
7655, Carpenter, C.O.
7706, Carroll, James E.
7747, Cashon, Fred
7763, Catet, Walter M.
7819, Chambers, Austin D.
7886, Cherry,Gerlad D.
7942, Christie, John H.
7963, Clark,Fred J.
8059, Cobham,Jan & Brenda
8127, Coleman, John
8136, Coleman, Mrs. Myrtie
8138, Coleman,Ted
8175, Collins, Andreae, Mary, Ella
8232, Colson, W. Lonnie
8432. Cottrell. Richard W.
8510, Crass. Larry .Joe
8682, Crittenden,.James L
8672. Cumbee,Hurley B.
8677, Cunningham.Clarence 0.
8678, Cunningham, Clarence 0.
8879. Cunningham,Clarence0:
8680, Cunningham,Clarence 0.
8681, Cunningham, Clarence 0.
8682, Cunningham, Clarence 0.
8756, Currin, James A.
8759, Curtis, Charles S.
8763, Cutler, Steve K.
8774, Dallas, Willard & Nellie Ferguson
8876, Davis, C.A.
8878, Davis, Charles Wayne
8879, Davis, Clayton
8881 Davis,Donald L.
11885. 1>avis, George B.
8805, Davis, Wayne
8042, Dendy,R.E.
8954, Denniston, Louis M.
9005. Dieterlen, Carl L.
9057, Dodson,Schuyler .
9083, Dooley, Tommy H.
9100, Dorris, Luther, J.
9120,Doty,Flo E.
9176,Downs,Ed
9212,-Dugger, Donald Wayne
9222, Duke, Marvin J.
9223,Duke, Marvin J. Jr.
9251, Duncan, Carl E.
9305, Dungy,Elmo
9421, Edwards, Helen J.
9431, Edwards,James B.
9433, Edwards,James W.de N .E.
9435,-Edwards,Jerry D.
.9461, Elam.Hal B.
9484, Eli, Raymond A.
9498, Elkins. Darrell
9537, Elkins, Robert L.
9549A, Elliott. James
9550, Elliott, James H.
9551, Elliott,.lames Howard
9568, Ms,Kenneth Loren
9568, Ellis, Kenneth. Loren
9586, Embry,James H. Jr.
9601, Engle, Ralph
9679, Eslick, Herman I & Judy
9706, Evans, Marvin B
9727, Everhart. Virgil •7)!
9778,Fannaro,Len
9849, Farris, Trernon P
9856, Faulkner,Thomas E. •
9857, Faulks, James O.—Jacquelyn Hite
9880, Fenton, H.J.
9993, Fogleman, John W.
10013, Foreman, Adell Pettie
10014, Foren, Paul E.
10035, Fortner, Arnold
10045, Foster, Jerry I.'
10052, Fowler, James
10093, Frizelle, Mrs. J A
10216, Gaddie ,Gordon
10221,Gaither, Ava Joe
10279, Garland, Billy
10280, Garland, Billy Gene
10281, Garland, Billy Gene
10300B , Garland, John Sander
10311, Garland, Ra:ndel Gene
10422, Gidcomb,Clarence L.
10442, Gilmore, Michael A.
10458, Givens,Teddy & Jack
10463, Gleiber, Wm. A.
10474, Gobble, Thomas,J. or Bettie R. Jr.
10475, Goddard, A.R. & G.S Johnson
10477, Godwin, Joe E.
10479, Goheen, Emily
10484, Goins, James R.
10494, Gooch, Larry G.
10511, Goodwin, Jack B.&Mich.elL Beech
10548, Grace, Joe A
.
10551, Graf, Otto
10553,Graffis, Carl
10572, Graves,IRiChart4E
10573, Graves, Richarc E
10574, Graviett. ILE 4 Dori,hy
10648, Gregg, William 1..
10668, Griffith, Frank M.
10675, Grisson. James A.
10748, Guess, Michael
10760, Gustafson, Ronald P -.r Linda F.
10772, Guthrie,Torrun)
10785, Hagler, Thomas
10801, Hale. Charles
10876, Hall, Paul W.& Earl Wm.
10901, Hamlett, Rupert
10921, Hand, Anderson R.
10932, Haney, Charles or !Alia M.
10940, Hannis,James
11048, Harrison, Charles
1105,1, Harrison, Henry S
11073, Hart, Herman W.
11093, Harwell, Thomas 1'.
11138, Haynes,George C.
11143, Haywood,David
11144. Haywood, Doris L.
11112,11kze_bv_ed,.Ja.ara_
11155, Healy, Jack
.111•76, Hendersen,iacquel in L.
11219, Hendricks, James E
11241, Henry, Herbert J. Sr
11269, Henson, William W.
11271, Herman,Joseph

19.75
5.86
68.79
11.40
18.82
$31.77
5.23
5.86
7.39
5.86
5.86
6.46
8.63
53.35
5.86
5.23
6.46
6.46
8.32
34.23
5.23
6.46
7.10
7.10
5.55
20.05
9.55
4.92
18.19
7.37
4.63
7.85
5.55
7.71
18.59
4.63
8.32
5.23
22.83
5.86
4.63
4.92
6.46'
6.46
64.45
4.63
5.23
10.17
5.23
6.46
5.86
5.86
148.99
6.46
4.92
9.55
5.86
52.60
5.23
5.86
10.177.10
7.10
59.52
6.48
97.al
5.23
6.46
18.14
20.05
17.88
34.94

(41;,

28.68
28.68
10.49
5.23
7.10
19.43
555
$7.10
36.70
5.23
8.94
24.67
6.46
6.46
5.86
23.09
6.46
7.24
28.74
4.92
6.78
19.00
11.73
19.43
72.37
87.29
22.51
8.94
4.63
5.55
4.92
20.86
5.86
7.10
6.46
32.39
4.92
6.15
6.46
5.86
Inn
8.94
7.37
5.86
8.32
7.71
5.09
7.10
16.34
7.10
6.46
624.36
6.46
8.94
8.32
4.92
5.86
4.92
4'
5.23
6.46
5.86
10.17
4.92
78.68
7.39
4.92
4.92
22.51
4.92

11328, Hewgley, Mrs. John
11374, Hightower, Ernie
11402, Hill, John Mark
11484, Hogan,James
11509, Holcomb, William M.
11552, Holmes, Jay
11658, Hopper, Floyd
11691, Houk, Vivian D.
11711, Houston, Charles
11751, Howard , Frank Jr.
11781, Hubbell, Larry R.
11796, Hudspeth, Earl
11860, Hunt, David C.
11907, Hutchins, James
11935, lbenthal, Donald J.
11999,Ivy, Walter
12001, J.B. J. Corp.
12034, Jackson, Jimmy D.
12117, Jennings, Austin
12119, Jennings, James F
12172, Johnson, James & Charles Phillips
12197, Johnson, Robert L. or Virginia Anderson
12218, Joiner, William
12219, Joines, Donald A.
12249, Jones, Charles K. or L. Dale
12389, Jones, Mildred M.
12430, Jordon, J. Christine
12445, Jowers, Clarence E.
12450, Judkins, Bobby
12481, Keel, James
12496, Kelley, Edward Hays, Jr.
12502, Keller, Ronald V.
12574, Kennemore, Marvin
12626, Kirnbrell, Melvin
12639, Kimbro, Mrs. J.L.
-12657, King, Arvelee
12667, King, James R.
12677, King, Walter H.
126%, Kirk, Pat
12704, Kirks,Edward
12711, Kizzie, Dale M.
17721, Knight, David Earl
12800, Lafferty,Dan J.
12809, Lamasters, Robert
12859, lampkins,Derrell
12889, Lanier, Horace
12961,12timer,Th0teas E.
12962, Latimer, Thomas E.
12963, Latimer, Thomas E.
13014, Lee, Donald S.
13028, Lee, Gordon, Jr.
13035, lee, Jesse
13054, Lee, Robert
13083, Lester, Louis, T. & Mark J. Seater
13108, Lewis, Melba
13109, Lewis, Melba
13133, Lindsey, Richard W.
13149, Litchfield. William
13156,.Litlleton, Charles
13158, Lively, James 0.
13182, Long,David A.
13196, Love, Philip L.
13206, Lovett, David L.
,141326523, Lowry,Clifton S.
3
3294,:
13305, I.yons, Luther
13365. Mallory, Forest
13369, Malugin, Richard & Donie
13371, Maness, Oscar
13,72, Maness, Roy Thomas
13375. Maion, Harry
13380. Maan..kattiony
rsewselp•Ca
13402, Manning, Michael E.
13424, Marine,E.J.
13432, Manning, Ronald Sr
13473, Martin,Harold B.& Julia
13584, MaysrJ.E.
13593, Medlin, Floyd
13632, Mid State Homes,Inc
13633, Mid State Homes Inc
13636, Mikusevick,Stanley
13695, Miller, Herman W.
13745, Miller, Richard S.
13745, Miller, Richard S.
13762, Miller, Thomas F.
13763, Miller, Thomas F
13789, Mills, Lela B.
13814, Mitchell, Elster R.
13815, Mitchell, Elster R.
13823, Mitchell, James E.
13836, Mitchuson, Obie Gene
13913, Moore, Dottie
13915, Moore, Edison, Jr.
13918, Moore, Eston Z.
13954, Morgan, Eddie
14006, Morris, Essie & Darrell
14007, Morris, Mrs. Ethel—Bertha Rhodes
14042, Morris, William E.
•
14103, Mudd, William J.
14190, Myers, Jerry J.& John L. Brown Jr
14249, McClanahn, Leroy
14259, McClure, Blondie
14293, McConnell,Gerald 0.
14304, McCoy, Ramona
14318, McCustion, Billy
14396, McDougal, Bobby
14415, McFarland, Helen H
14420, McGee,Lynn T.
14526, Nance, Avalow
14589, Nelson, L. Eric
14608, Nestrud, Maurice J

16.34
5.23
186.81
7.10
5.86
6.78
4.60
6.46
38.56
6.46
4.92
4.92
5.86
$84.84
8.94
5.23
8.94
5.86
5.86
8.94
5.86
6.46
6.46
28.68
5.86
12.63
5.86
6.78
22.51
5.86
50.99
6.41
7.71
4.92
7.71
10.05
10.17
9.56
4.92
32.39
5.23
10.17
6.78
112.50.
6.15
5.23

15870, Ramsey, Wilbur
15924, Ray,David
15995, Reibitz, Ola Mae
16021, Rhodes, Charles
16022, Rhodes, Charles
16026, Rhodes, Halford B
16031, Rhodes, Verlan
16042, Richards, R.L.
16114, Roach,Etta
16127, Robbins, Earl B.
16186, Roberts, J.W.
16232, Robertson, Herbert S.
16272, Roby, H.E.
16304, Rogers,Orrin R.
16356, Ross, Cornelia, Fay
16389, Ross, Wilburn
16450, Rush, Jack
16455, Rushing, John R.
16461, Russ,Sylvia A.
16467, Russell, Donald R.
16468, Russell, Edward
16520, Samples,leamon
16521, Samples, Leamon
16592, Schippert, Bill
16599, Schoellhamer, Richard
16676, Scull, A.H.
16733, Shamblin, Jerry B.
16774, Shellman. Mrs. Minnie
16803, Shepard, Russell0.
16891, Shreeve, F.R
16894,Shreve, Luther, D.
16909,Sieting, Robert L.
16923, Simmons, Kenneth
16938, Simpson, K.R.
17010,Smith, Clyde
17044,Smith, Herman J.
17058, Smith, Joe C.
17060, Smith, Joe David
17069:Smith, Juanita
17070, Smith, Kathryn Palmer
17100, Smith,Sgt. Paul
17241, Spencer, Jesse
17242, Spencer, Jesse E. Jr. & Kenneth E. Harrell
17243, Spencer. Jesse F. Jr. & Kenneth Harrell
17244, Spencer. lesse Si Kenneth Harrell
17245, Spencer, Jesse & Ken Harrell

14647, Newsome, Delbert
14667, Nichols, Claudine
14673,Niemeyer, Carl T.
14703, Nolan, Chester
14749, Oakley, Harold K.

14.14
22.30
16.34
7.39
22.51

14762, O'Brien,Stephen W. or Darlene P
14768, Odom,Clayton
14810, Orgon, Wayne
15029, Owens,Edward
15054, Pachual, Mel & Modene
15171, Parker, William K
15175, Parks, Anna Lou
15188, Parks,Geral B.
15201, Parmely,Donald R.
15346, Patterson, E.F.
15406, Pender. Robert Dale
15407, Pender, Robert D.
15408, Pender. Robert
15487, Pettle, Odell or Linda Foreman
15505, Phillips, Charles M.
15572, Pique, Roger 0.
15610, Poe, RichardB. _
15611, Poe,Richard B.
15625,J3ool.Frankli..
15662, Powell, Billy Ray
15667, Powell, James K.
15747, Pritchett, Hughes E.
15762, Proctor, Billie G:
Putman
15819, Putman,I.oren
15835, Ragan,Earl

4.92
7.71
6.46
10.17
8.94
32.39
4.63
12.02
7.10
13.20
7.39
8.32
7.10
5.23
7.51
69.40
4.92
4.92
5.86
10.55
8 32
24 66
6.46
5.21
25.64)

$5.23
5.23
51.51
4.92
4.63
8.94
7 10
47.18
4.92
19.43
5.86
7.10
6.78
18.60
75.93
8.32
6.78
7.71
4.92
20.97
4.86
65.69
6.46
145.89
19.43
13.26
189.08
-

17266, Spoonamore, Thomas N.
145.89
17344, Starks, Louis G.
28.68
17400. Stephenson, Donald
5.55
17418, Stevenson, Fred W.
4.92
17420, Stewart;Betty
5.23
17438, Stewart, Reginald
7.71
17510, Stone, Trellis
5.86
17614, Suiter, Callie
5.86
17628, Sullivan, Mrs. Gwen
5.86
17653, Sweetwater Lake Inc.
6.15
'17700, Tancrede,Sgt. Donald T.
33.92
17747, Taylor, Joe B.
56.45
17803, Thomas, Alfred G.
31.77
I-7844, Thomason, Mark
5.23
17849, Thompson,Charles E.
5.55
17864, Thompson,George W.
6.46
17865, Thompson. George W.
5.23
Tibbs, Louise E.
9. 17994,,Todd,
Herbert
41.2$
18062, Todd, MylesW.
63.23
18128,Trosper, John R.
12.02
18178, Ttunilowics, Mike
7.10
18181, Turk, R.B.
14.78
18229. Turner, Ray
51.39
18307, Utterback, A.W. Jr.
4.63
18360, Veach, Rodney L.
6.46
1438,%
36.75
18445, Walker, Frank
7.71
18459, Walker, James R.
7.71
18532, Walters, Joel W.
6.15
18582, Warren, William A.
5.86
18599, Wathen, Charles D.
5.86
18686, Wells, Billy
18.19
33.62
8.94
5.86
20.05
20.05
7.71
9.55
5.23
$4.92
4.92
5.86
28.68
7.71
33.03
5.21
79.58
34.85
18.80
4.92
4.92
6.46
91.93
24.14
7.30
5.23
22.94
14.49
4.92
4.92
23.33
11.23
10.17

4.92
4.63
8.94
7.71
-99.63
90.58
5.23
37.62
44.11
7.55
5.23
5.23
13.26
- •
4.92
6.00
5.86
• 12.02
.4.92

5.86 t-37.94
8.32
50,28
5.23
4.63
36.63
4.92
5.86
7.10
12.63
4.92
7.71
53.35
35.06
7.10
9.55
6.78
-22,51
157.81
7.10
11.40
16.34
13.26
5.86
4.63

1.0.,141

8.94
6.46
5.23
44.94
6.46
127.38
7.39
81.18
5.55
5.86
6.46
5.23
5.23
7.10
7.10
5.86
6.15

18702, Wells, Philip C.
18750, Weston, Wilbur & Ethel
18764, Wheeler, John E.
18767, Wheeler,Oynaul J.
18768, Wheeler, Oynaul J.
18785, White, Donnie Ray
18803, White, Jimmy
18837, Whitnell, Almus
18977, Williams, James M.
18989, Williams, L.H.
19033, Williamson, Clyde V. Jr.
19180, Winarski, John W.
19181, Winarski, Tammy Yvonne
19226, Winsett, Anthony W.
19235, Winter, Paul
19253. Witherspoon, C.H.
19367, Wyatt,Glen E.
19387, Wynn,Harlin
19401, Yates, James M.
19411, Yeltema, James
19415, Yopp,John L.
19460. Young, Robert
19498, Ziegler, Norman E.

$10.05
4.92
5.23
6.78
5.86
9.55
5.86
6.78
4.92
5.23
142.82
8.94

—Golf Talk

Tournaments Improve
Women's Golf Skills
By SHIRLEY ENGLEHORN
LPGA Circuit Star
Your tournament play? Of
course you are going to say
you are not a tournament
player but a ladies' day golfer
who enjoys a week-end fun
round Maybe, if you feel up to
it, you enter the annual club
tournament, and that's it
I've got news for you.
Courses all over the country are
permitting more ladies' tournaments and there is nothing like
formal competition at any level
to improve your golf — and
nothing more exciting
tn'a tournament You 'will
have a natural compulsion to
-thrrsh as high as you Can in
medal play or survive to the
next round in match play. That
means you've got to concentrate on every shot, while you
couldn't care less if you mess
up a shot in week-end fun play

4

SHIRLtfENGLEHORN
guarantee that you will
improve if you have a high
handicap and face a much superior player in a tournament
Get the ladies together at your
club and demand tournament
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Your Magic Carpet...
To Everywhere... Every Day Of The
Week,Every Week Of The Year!
No magic carpet could whisk you and your family so many places in a single day! THE LEDGER & TIMES
gives you all of the news of Murray and Calloway County, takes you all over the world and even to outer space
as a regular occurrence, in every issue. Action wire-photos and local shots help you quick-scan the latest hapthe human
penings... vivid word pictures let you study in depth the events that interest you. It's all there .
oddities, genera( in*rest articles .,.the columnists, the cartoons, the editorials, for you to enjoy, to inform
you ... at your fingertips, in a form you can refer to later,
The pages of the LEDGER & TIMES whirl shoppers all over the marketplace, keep your buying dollar
on top of the timely best buys.
The DAILY LEDGER & TIMES presents you with a galaxy of entertainment features: Sports, television,
radid, theater, homemaker hints, books, the crossword puzzle, the comics.
Newspapers like the LEDGER & TIMES make you the best informed citizenry in the world.
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THE LEDGER & TIMI ES . . . YOUR PASSPORT TO THE WHOLE WORLD
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Choosing cars for trailers
Copley News Service
Well, it won't be too long until summer. The kids will be
out of school and vacation
tune will be upon us.
When that happens people
across the country will back
their brand-new vacation cars

up to their travel trailers and
begin preparing for jaunts
that will take them out into
nature's scenic beauty.

Oh, you're buying a new car
and you intend to join them.
Fine Towing a trailer isn't a

FOR WEDNESDAY, APRIL 25,
Look in the section in which objectives. Occupational
your birthday comes and find matters especially favored.
what your outlook is, according SAGITTARIUS
to the stars.
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 211
By going along with your
ARIES
associates, you can further your
t Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
By investigating background own plans as well. It's a day
information you receive, you when teamwork will pay
may find a good way to improve satisfying dividends.
your finances. But DO in- CAPRICORN
vestigate. Don't act im- Dec. 72 to Jan. 20)
In an effort to bridge certain
pulsively.
gaps and ease potential
TAURUS
stresses, you may find your tact
Apr. 21 to May 21
Personal relationships under stretched almost to the limit,
splendid aspects. Co-workers but it will be worthwhile in the
.
should be congenial and long rum
cooperative and, on the per- AQUARIUS
sonal side, romance and new iJan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Forethought must be day's
friendships are favored.
watchword. Make no important
GEMINI
sign
no
and
decisions
May 22 to June 21)
/
You may have to make an agreements without careful
important business decision. deliberation. Some misleading
Weigh all factors carefully and influences.
)(CI'
s
state your decision clearly so PISCES.
there will be no misun- iFeb. 20 to Mar. 20)
How you relate to others will
derstandings.
be especially important now. Be
CANCER
particularly alert in com(June 22 to July 23)
A more or less routine day munication with those who are
We -scene'me liaimts2str-toiatosir
sod thought to a project you are
YOU BORN TODAY are
planning to launch next week.
The more planning and endowed with a brilliant mind, a
remarkable 'memory and expreparation, the better.
traordinary intuitive powers.
LEO
You are also imaginative and
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
A day in which you could be inclined toward the scientific
error-prone, so give careful and inventive. Technology
attention tetalls —especially fascinates you, but you could
in areas wINere mistakes could also turn to either law or
diplomacy. Many artists,
hurt you the most.
musicians, writers, teachers,
VIRGO
physicians, agriculturists and
i Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Financial moves will best be botanists have been born under
made on paper now. Take some your Sign. You dituslily work
time to make a personal ac- best in solitude, but lo not make
counting — the better to It a practice to retreat from the
evaluate your progress since world. Share your dreams and
aspirations with others. Birththe first of the year.
date of: Edward R. Murrow,
LIBRA .•
news commentator; Ella Fitz1Sept. 24 to Oct. 231 — Suggestions and situations gerald, singer; Guglielmo
could be deceptive now and it Marconi, inventor of wireless
may be difficult to make sen- telegraphy.
• • •
sible decisions, so stick with
YOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
routine. Postpone unnecessary
FOR 11,73 For • personal LIS:pallo
forecast on heel*, weaflk. love and
action.
inerrhillge. send 51.00 plus 25 cents In
SCORPIOose-M
n.er.• geoloo• -.and -PantaPflrilfHoroscope Secs Deciertment, Doe 173,
Oct 24 to Nov..22)
Old Chelsea Station, P41* York. N.Y.
10011. mentioning/ MIs
Influences
continue
Print 'OW NAME, ADORE
wlIR
beneficent. Take advantage by
ZIP. sad DATE OF BiRTH(tobesure
you gel Me right forecast for your
pressing on toward worthwhile
zodiac sign).

14"--t

••
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bad way to go, especially if
when you buy your new car
you make sure it has been
properly equipped by the factory to do the job you have in
mind for it.
According to Edward J.
Fleming, Dodge's marketing
manager, the size of the car
you intend to buy pretty much
decides how big a trailer you
can successfully tow.
Once you decide on just
which car you want, he says,
and you have decided upon
the regular options you wish
to have, then study the extra
components available either
as a group or in a package to
make the car as tow-ready as
possible.
To help you determine
whether or not your new car'
will require —a--heavy-duty
trarler_tow package, you
should keep in mind that
trailers of relatively light
weight can be pulled by pretty
much standard cars with a
1111111111(1111 of optional equipment You rrii* need nothing
more than a trader hitch, .
some additional wiring, a
heav -duty alternator and a
signal
NEE1 -duty turn
flasl r.
YO'I hould be able, using
this pummel equipment, to
tow kr, to 1,000 pounds with a
compact car, up to 1,500 with
an intermediate and up to
2,000 pounds with a full-sized
car.
Some minimum requirements most auto makErs prescribe for heavier trailer towing include automatic transmission, power disk brakes,
overawe:1.14mi ald An optional engine large enough to supply sufficient power in most
situations.
If available, a heavy-duty
electronics package should be
given careful consideration. It
will probably include a heavyduty alternator and battery, a
trailer hookup wiring harness
arid a heavy-duty stoplight
switch.
For heavier jobs yet, consider addition of packages
that includes an oversized radiator, a coolant reserve system, extra-wide
rims,
heavier-duty suspension corn—.
ponents, a transmission oil.
cooler and a relatively low
differential gear ratio.
Q. if I purchase a '73 call- or
pickup can, I legally remove
the factory installed emission
control dedIce and substitute
one of the state-approved devices for older cars?
A. Absolutely not In the
tirstplace,-suetza Hs:we-would-be highly illegal. Second, the
engine is designed to operate
with the factory-installed devices and no others.

RISE
SACRAMENTO, Calif. (AP)
— The clang of sword-smitten
armor is wafting across suburban California backyards.
Knights in homemade armor
with wooden swords and shields
are part of the monthly revels
of the Society for Creative
Anachronism, devoted to things
medieval.
Each member of the group
has a title and a coat of arms.
And, said Lady Cheryl of
Castlwhyte, "everyone brings a
medieval-style sack lunch—like
meat, cheeses, bread. And everybody brings their own wine.
We stress mead."
She explained that mead is a
fermented drink which includes
honey, and is much favored by.
slayers of dragons.
Lady Cheryl spends most of
her time as Cheryl White, wife
of 20th century plumber David
White. The couple hosted the
latest revel for about 35 _persons last weekend in their

Mair
in so

sociglizing, they usually don't
stay with it. You have to get
involved or you just get lost."
Members say the society began in Berkeley, Calif., about
seven years ago with a gathering of medievalists in a backyard..The group claims 3,500
members nationwide with-a 44
annual membership fee.
"One has to be proficient in
certain areas and have a general knowledge of the historical
period. And we have a line of
royalty. A new king is elected
three times a year at tournaments,- Mrs. White said.
"Some people are in it for the
broadswords, while others really get down to the meat of it,"
she said.
Members' interests include
needlecraft, egg decorating,
chess, dance, music and period
research projects.
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By ROBERT 13
Copley News So

backyard.
White is the local chapter's
"senseschal," or head of the
shire. And the Sacramento area
is known as the Shire of the
Golden Rivers of the West
Kingdom.
"A revel starts about one ip
the afternoon and may go until
three in the morning," Mrs.
White said during an interview
Tuesday.
"If someone joins just for the

A 747's wing is so efficient
that the superjet with all four
engines idling can travel 17.3
miles forward for each 5,280
feet it descends.
17.3-to-1 glide angle is
even better than that of modern light planes up to about
12-to-I, but the glide speed is
higher — Mach .825 at the
highest weight and altitude.

SPARKLES OF SPRING — Glittering gems of sparkling sunlight dance from the
waters of the Tidal Basin at Washington, D.C. Warm sunlight brings out blossoms of the
Japanese cherry trees. Blossoms in fragrant pink frame the Jefferson Memorial, and fore
' tell the approach of the National Cherry Blossom Festival in Washington.

CAR LOAD SALE
SLUMBER SUPREME
Medium Firm

Call of the
Wild!

* QUEEN SIZE *

149"
Reg. '199.95
* KING SIZE *
$19995
Reg. '299.95

753-3231

DECOR PEDIC
Extra Firm

Dial an Extraordinary

Mobile Home
Loan
A mobile &mile is Lthe
answer to a happy wanderer's lifestyle. .. or the
most convenient way to
settle down in the wilds.
Either way, the extraordinary "bank— is the expressway to a better
r 4 mobile-home loan. You
can simply dial our "Calf
of the Wild" number, or
come in person, tb apply for your loan. Our
friendly loan officers will

arrange terms to suit
your convenience.
See us, and you'll be
singing the song of the
open road.

PEOPLES"BANK

T. G. (1
.Aiexan
for

Sherii

of
Calloway C•
"Your Candidai
Law and Orc

Paid Pol. Ad. I
Alexander, RR2,

BATEAt

Reg. '179.95

Is Now A

We Offer:

Sport Bo,
* IM

MURRAY66

MEMBER F.D.I.C.

Visit this Mo
Kenlak€

North Branch
or12.014-6heMput

Main Bran& South Branch
400--ficaift-Rieet-1-2th

* VOTE FC

$13995
.
* QUEEN SgE *
'Reg.
$1 7995
239.95
* KING SIZE *
Reg.
119
$95
1349.95
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RISE OF THE REPUBLtC

Maine abounds
in scenic beauty
Editor's Note: This is the
23rd in a monthly series of articles looking ahead to the nation's 200th birthday in 1976.
The chronological stories will
describe each state in the order of its admission to the nation.
By ROBERT BETI'S
Copley News Service
Maine exports lobsters,
toothpicks and books about
Maine - or so the saying
goes.
It is no wonder that so many
writers have been inspired by
the Pine Tree State. There's
so much to write about. It not
only abounds in scenic beauty, it also is steeped in antiquity.
Maine's listing as the 23rd
state to join the Union, while
chronologically correct, does
small justice to its important
role in American history. It
was in fact part of the royal
colony of Massachusetts.
It is believed to have been
visited by the Vikings under
Lief Ericson around 1000
A.D., by John Cabot in 1498
and by a succession of Span,Ash and French explorers.
Indians were there before
any of them. Burial mounds
have been found which indithat tunnattoccupation*
the area-extends back to prehistoric times.
English colonists under
George Popham settled on the
Kennebec River in 1607, 13
years before the Pilgrims
landed at Plymouth Rock, but
cold weather and other hardships drove them back to England the following year.
Permanent English colonies were established on Monbegan Island in 1622 and at'
Saco in 1623. Another settle- rhent called Casco was
founded in 1623, was later renamed Falmouth and is today
known as Portland, the state's
largest city. It also was the
capital until .1832, when the
government moved to the'
more central location of AUSilsta•
Portland Headlight, dh#:- of scores of lights which down
the years have guided sailors
along Maine's rugged coast,
'elMet.frotret741-enelis the aidest lighthouse in operation in
the country.
Oldest existing English
public building is the jail at
York, which in 1641 became
the first chartered city in
America.
Maine colonists were well to
the fore in the fight for independence. They staged early
acts of defiance, such as the
seizure of a quantity of British
stamps at Falmouth following

* VOTE FOR *

T. G. (Ted)
Alexander
for

Sheriff
of
Calloway County
Your Candidate for .
Law and Order"
Paid Pol. Ad. by 1G.
Alexander, RR2, Murray.

the passage of the hated
Stamp Act in 1765, and the
burning of a supply of British
tea at York In 1774. The more
famous Boston Tea Party occurred in the previous year.
Hundreds of Maine men
fought in the Revolutionary
War. Maine towns suffered
hardships from the British
blockade. Falmouth ( Portland ) was bombarded and set
ablaze in punishment for its
revolutionary activities.
After the war, Massachusetts rewarded its soldiers
with gifts of land in Maine,
and sold Maine land to other
persons, causing a big increase in the population.
Today's population is about
a million. Maine is practically
as big as all the other five
New England states put together, with a total area of
33,215 square miles. It was
separated from Massachusetts and entered the Union as
the 23rd state on March 15,
1820.
Maine has been described
as one of the most healthful,
beautiful and interesting
states in the Union. It probably is best known for its inimitable Atlantic coastline,
with smooth stretches. of
sandy beach, jagged rocks
and cliffs, thousands of offshore islands and thou.sahds
of bays and inlets.
Inland Maine has 2,500
lakes and ponds, five large
rivers on whose banks most of
the principal cities are built,
over 5,000 streams and small
rivers,over 17 million acres of
forest land and towering
mountains, including milehigh Mt. Katandin, the first
spot in the United States to
catch the rays of the rising
sun. .
Tourism is a $540-million-ayear industry, but the .backbone of Maine's economy is
the giant wood-processing industry. The forests, which
cover nearly 90 per cent of the
state, provide taw material
for every kind of wood product from toothpicks (100 million daily) to boats. It is the
nation's largest 'producer of
newsprint.
Maine's boat-building tradition reaches back to the con"Itriictititrbjithe'PoiSfiaTh -6516;
nists of the Virginia of Sagadahock, the first transatlantic
trader built in America.
Maine shipyards today produce all kinds of craft from
sailing boats and fishing
smacks to million-dollar
yachts, six-masters, submarines and the most modern
destroyers for the Navy.
Textiles, shoes and processed foods are also important to the state's economy,
and farm products earn over
$240 million a year, with poultry and eggs the largest item.
It grows about 12 per cent of
the nation's potatoes ( second
to Idaho) and is the leading
supplier of seed potatoes. It
raises three-fourths of the nation's blueberries.
The famous shellfish catch
is worth $30 million annually.
Maine's coastal waters produce an annual 20 million
pounds of lobsters, 75 per cent
of the nation's total, and 50
per cent of its soft-shelled
clams.
TAX BITE
Motor vehicle users paid
some $18 billion in special
state and federal taxes in
1971.

Hard-Luck Hilton Houses Clean-Air Standards
Proposed Move Would Limit Construction
3,000 Weary Travelers
PHNOM PENH, Cambodia
(AP)- In a towering, templeroofed hotel built by royalty to
amuse the rich live 3,000 weary
travelers who don't know when
or if they will ever go home.
They are refugees, many of
them fleeing from forces loyal
to the man who ordered the hotel built - Prince Norodom Sihanouk. Some $8 million was
spent on the Hotel Cambodiana
before Sihanouk's successors
ran out of money and work was
suspended.
Sihanouk, Cambodia's first
leader after it gained independence from France, was ousted
in a 1970 in a pro-Western coup
led by the current president,
Lon Nol. Sihanouk now lives in
Peking.
Refugees from the war have
arrived almost daily for the
last eight months. Carrying
straw mats, mosquito nets and
a pot or two, they check in for
an indefinite stay in the Cambodiana's bare cement lobby or
two ground-floor galleries the

size of football fields.
The nonpaying guests are not
allowed upstairs where 248
rooms look out over the capital's temple spires and the Mekong River. However they are
free to use the two dry swimming pools, and their indoor
campground is open to the river breeze.
It could be worse, says Mrs.
Yin, 75, as she grinds up a
chew of betel nut. She and her
family of 12 have been driven
from three homes in the last
six months as fighting has
closed around Phnom Penh.
Khau Mout, a holy man with
long hair, an off-the-shoulder
robe and tattoos on the backs
of his hands, says he wants to
go back to Day Eth, 10 miles
east of the city. But he is being
patient.
As one who "can see across
the heavens and into the hearts
of men," he tells his listeners:
"Even if all of Cambodia is destroyed, if two men are left
alive the fighting will not stop."
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Complete Boat Service
Piberglass Repairs
Heli-Arc Welding
Sandblasting
Complete Woodworking Shop
Propeller Repair Service

Jan Dalton, Mgr.

Phone (502)474-2228

INTO THE LEDGER 8 TIMES'
INSULATING MATERIAL AND
MULTI-PURPOSE . . .

Wall Covering
Its a 35" x 23" .009 gauge aluminum plate and it's ideal for
weatherproofing underneath trailers, covering cribs, outbuildings,etc... many, many uses. They're only 25 cents each
-be-seen at
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With Big
Raised White
Letters

One Of The Widest Wide
Duals. Measures 9.5" Across
The Tread And Is 10 Ribs Wide.
Goodyear Belted

* NO MONEY DOWN *
t2g195*
7
* NO FINANCE CHARGE *
THE AMBASSADOR
* 6 MONTHS TO
PAY *

Whitewalls
H78-15
J78-15
L78-15

CRAGAR
WHEELS

Plus
F.E.T.

Starling At

New Car Single
whitewall
4 ply tread
2 ply
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cord
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RODGER WARD
"INDY CHAMP"
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(With Approved Credit)
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Sport Boats, Cruisers and Yachts

BATEAU REPAgER Inc.

plans by Aug. 11.
EPA then will have two
months to review the plans and
approve or disapprove them.
Within another two months,
EPA must replace any disapproved portions of state
plans with regulations of its
own.
The agency said it would accept comment on its proposal
until May 8. •

Have You Looked . .

-
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* IMMEDIATE DELIVERY *
Visit this Modern Facility between Murray and
Kenlake State Park off Highway 94.,

ity for the state to prevent construction of a project if necessary.
While a shopping center or
drive-in theater may, itself,
emit little or no pollution, the
cars that congregate in it may
spew out a lot.
Under the court decision,
EPA must adopt final regulations by June 11 of this year
and states must submit revised

FREE
COLOR
TV

'carrot..

Is Now An Authorized Dealer for

We Offer:

designed to protect public
health by 1975, and environment-protecting standards
within "a reasonable time."
Following a lawsuit by a citizen environment group called
Natural Resources Defense
Council (NRDC), an appeals
court here ruled last Jan. 31
that the states must make sure
the air quality standards are
maintained, once they are
achieved.
As a result, EPA reviewed all
50 state clean-air plans and
concluded that none contained
adequate provisions to keep the
air clean.
The proposed regulations
would direct the states to set
up procedures for identifying
and reviewing major projects;
obtaining information and public comment on their expected
air quality impact, and taking
necessary action to protect air
quality,
ha_ approved by EPA,
each.state plan would have to
include'adequate legal author-

NO APRIL

BATEAU REPARER, Inc.
C
•em-s-if•

By STAN BENJAMIN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP)- Projects ranging from airports to
drive-in theaters could be prevented whenever they, or the
traffic they attract, violate
clean-air standards, according
to a proposed government regulation.
The Environmental Protection Agency wants states to review and control any new construction or facility to make
sure the air standards are not
iriolated "either directly, because of emissions from it, or
indirectly, because of emissions
resulting from mobile source
activities associated with it."
Depending on local conditions, EPA said, such projects
may have to be modified,
moved or prevented.
The regulation was proposed
Wednesday to carry out a recent federal court decision.
Federal law and regulations
require all states to achieve
nationwide clean-air standards
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EWING TIRE SERVICE
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Phone 753-3164
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Air Force Colonel
Denounces Prisoners
WASHINGTON (API — An
Air Force colonel who commanded U.S. war prisoners in
North Vietnam has bitterly denounced some POWs as cowards "who openly collaborated
with the enemy" and even
caused physical harm to some
of their comrades.
"I intend to do everything in
my power to weed these people
out of the system," Col. Theodore W. Guy said Monday in a
telephone interview from Thelon, Ariz. He said there are
fewer than 28 alleged collaborators among the 566 returned
POWs. He declined to identify
them.
Guy said "I was turned in"
by other American prisoners
and beaten and tortured because of his efforts to establish
communications among the
POWs and to organize camp
Life and discipline.
Guy also said some POWs accepted gratuities from their
North Vietnamese captors in

TiM•SDA.Y—APR1L 24. 1973

52 Accidents
Investigated
Kentucky State Police investigated 52 accidents in the
Post One area last week, according to Sgt. Walter Adcox,
public relations director for the
Mayfield post.
Twenty-eight persons were
injured, and one person killed
In the accidents, Adox said. The
traffic death brings the total for
this year to 17, compared to 27,
at this time last year.
Troopers issued 155 citations,
of which 23, were for DWI, and
issued 90 written warnings.
Seven criminal cases were
opened and three criminal
arrests made, Adcox said, with
six safety education programs
presented to schools and civic
clubs.

the form of extra rations and
greater freedom within the
walls, and "turned their backs

The former camp commander's accusations shattered the
facade of harmony among the
returned PQViii bringing into
the open for the first time resentments which top Pentagon
officials had hoped to smooth
over.
Guy acknowledged he had
found an official attitude favoring a forgive-and-forget approach. But he said "I was in
Washington last week, I told
FOUR-H CI.UB members who participated in the County Speech Contest held Saturday at
my story, and now I feel I have Calloway County High School are shown here
support."
"Those who did collaborate
with the enemy or went against
the code of conduct will be
Castinued from Page 1)
identified by me and, after all
both
the Senate and House and
decide
in,
I
will
evidence
is
the
was signed by the Governor at
whether charges will be
the close of the assembly.
placed," Guy said.
Joe Resig and Cathy
The 44-year-old colonel, who
Christopher served throughout
spent five years in thirtli Vietthe session as members of the
namese hands, said he is in a
Governor's Cabinet. Installed
mood to press - charges but
as cabinet members for the 1974
wants to be sure first that insession were Stacy Owen, Beth
vestigators come up with
i continued from Page 11
Wilson, and Phil Morris. Two
enough evidence to make the
special honors conferred on the
mental health has to be worked charges stick.
. Murray delegation was the
Meanwhile, Guy confirmed
on constantly. It is a mental
awarding of a plaque for Best
POWs
senior
he
and
other
that
conditioning, so to speak.
Performance in the House to
are moving to enter black
Anne Erwin, a senior, the
We re-registered yesterday. marks in the service records of
daughter of Mr. and. Mrs. Otis
Walking through the courthouse Men they regard as collaboraErwin, and the naming of the
and saw these two young ladies tors. A bad efficiency report
Murray Tri-Alpha as a Double A
at the registration desk, so we Can wreck a military career.
Club, having earned 2450 points
Guy said he was senior rankjust stopped and got this chore
on a 3000 point basis. caraixteted. Remember, you -1 officer at a Hanoi prison.
Other
highlights of the
must re-register for the compound called "The Planmeeting included an address in
PARTICIPANTS IN the Demonstration Division of the Calloway County 4-H Rally held Saturday
November election, but you do tation" for 442 years.
the opening session by Pamela
At first, he said, he com- are shown at the event.
not have to re-register for the
Allyson Powell, daughter of
May Primary. Your present manded 50 pilots and later was
•
Dick Powell and June Allyson,
registration is OK for the senior officer over 108 men who
and now the assistant to the
had been captured by the ComPrimary
White House for Youth Acmunists in South Vietnam and
tivities. Also, the annual
This remark by a fellow by Laos. They ranged from priGovernor's Ball; the convention
the name of Ed W. Hiles: vate to colonel, he said.
Worship Service; and a concert
"Whenever one man gets - , "In the eyes of the majority
by the Motet Singers.
something without earning it, of the American people, we are
some other man has to earn all heroes," Guy said. "This is
The Calloway County 4-H winner - Cathy Crawford,
something without getting it. not true. We had our good and
Final examinations for the Rally was held on Saturday, "Table Siting."
heroes
and
our
our
bad,
our
That is morally wrong and any
spring semester at Murray April 21, at the Calloway County
Dairy Foods Division winner nation built on that kind of cowards."
State University will begin High School. The Rally began Deborah Tucker, "Dairy
Shortly after he was shot Saturday, April 28.
philosophy is headed for
with registration of participants Desserts Are Udderly Devine."
trouble, because the real irony down in Laos in March 1968,
Dr. William G. Read, vice- at 100 p.m. There were
Foods
and
Nutrition
made
a
personal
Guy
said,
"I
of this is that the man who pays
president for academic affairs, eighteen speeches and twelve Illustrated Talk_ ,_1111e_ Imnothing actually pays the code that I would resist until I add furamiOations will start at4 .demonstrations given by
4-H portance of Food and Basic
was unable to resist any longer-- iLm. on that date and continue
highest price of all thrOugh the
members.
Food Groups."
before
I
would
do
anything
that
destruction of his character and
through Thursday, May 3,
Mrs. Betty Tucker, Mrs.
Other Foods Division - Jan
BARDWELL, Ky. (AP) —
would embarrass my country leading up to the 50th spring
self-respect."
Calvin Morris, Mrs. Carol Dyer, "How
Make Fears of a bad soybean crop in
to
or my family."
commencement exercises at 10 Frazier, and Mrs. Max Brownies."
flood-plagued Western KenHowever, Guy said, "I fully a.m. Friday, May 4, in the
Smotherman were the 4-H
Small Engines Division - tucky are increasing as offirealize at this time that the university fieldhouse. No
Leaders in charge of planning Keith Overby, "Prinicples of cials prediet the Mississippi
Communists could get me to do
baccalaureate service is the Rally Day.
-tCatrtihnetfransPage li
fkin 2-Cyelt• Engine:"
River will rise to a record levthings that -1—srotild not 'do
scheduled this year.
The Area Rally will be held on
Health and
Recreation el.
He said that he
Duncan, Lynn Erwin, Tim freely".
A total of 884 students have Saturday, April 28, at the Division - Kim Weatherford,
The Mississippi River, which
Erwin, Quentin Fannin, Paula eventually"! make statements filed for degrees in the
Carlisle County High School "Karate."
crested.April 7 at St. Louis, is
Foy, Melinda Fulkerson, Danny after undergoing severe torture ceremonies this spring. The beginning
at 9:00 a.m.
Animal Science Division - rising again and officials said it
Futrell, Julie Greenfield, and beatings.
exact number of graduates will
The results of the Rally Day Kenneth Paschall, "Making A may be 30 to 40 days before the
Harrell+,
Laurel Guy, Lamar
be determined when university are as follows: Boy's Speech Rope Halter."
water is off the bottomland.
Janet Hart+, Vera Herndon,
officials have checked the Category - Eleven Yr. Old
Boys Electric Division "It could be that if soybeans
Warren,
Hoke,
. Amanda
candidates to certify that Division — 1st place, Chuck Thomas
Shocker
;
"
"The
are
not planted by mid-June or
Jones,
Suzette
Howard,
: Hopkins, Greg
requirements have been met. Williams, son of Mr. and Mrs. Timmy Coles, second, "The earlier, an early frost will hit
Jones,
Hughes+, Nancy
Both mid-year and spring Hilton Williams of Lynn Grove.
them before maturity, and this
Proper Ugh for Study."
Patricia Jones, Cathy Lamb,
term graduates will participate Chuck's speech was titled
Photography Division - Laura could be drastic," Carlisle
: Renita Latimer,
Jennifer
in the cap and gown ceremony "Trees,
Our
Material Jarrett, "Four Steps in County Agent Gordon Henshaw
' Lovett+, Doug McCann, Cindy
since no formal graduation Heritage."
Photography ;" Lynn Puckett, said Monday.
Morris,
Mills,
Zandra
exercise is held, at the conJim Hudspeth won the 12 year second, "The Camera."
The water has covered more
Marion Outland, Randy Redclusion of the fall semester.
Old Division and Johnny
Judges for the activities were than 200,000 acres of fertile
den: Johnny Renfroe, Johnny
A spring intersession is Brinkly was runner-up. Jim's
as follows: Dr. James Martin, Kentucky land along the MisRiley, Kathey Rose, Barbara
Clay Brewer succumbed this
scheduled on the campus May 7- speech was titled "Are You An
MSU; Newton Royster, MSU; sissippi since late March. The
Rowland, Richard Scott, Terry morning at 3:30 at the Murray73. Students may earn three
Sheridan, Mellia Spann, Jen- Calloway County Hospital semester hours of credit by American?". He is the son of Linda Boyd; Susan Frazier; hardest hit counties are CarMr. and Mrs. Haley Hudspeth Sue Fairless, MSU; Lamone lisle, Ballard, Fulton and Hicknifer Tabers, Melinda Taylor, where he had been a patient
enrolling in the short session
Harry Davis won the 13 year Alderdice, Dairy Council of Ky. man.
Tommy West, Pam Wilson.
since Monday, April 2, after
that spans the gap between the Old Division (boys) on
his di S. Ind.; Judy Downs; Ellen
J. T. Mitchell, chief of reserSophomores: Pat Barnett, suffering burns in a fire in his
spring semester and summer speech entitled "The POW's"
Eubanks; Dr. Raymond Carter, voir control for the Ohio River
Shirley Brandon, Robin Bryan, smokehouse that morning.
school.
Krit Stubblefield won the MSU; MSU students ( names Division, Army Corps of
Patsy Burkeen, Vicky ButThe deceased was 85 years of
Summer term registration is Senior Division with his speech
unknown).
Engineers, Cincinnati, said
terworth, Janet Byerly+, age and a resident of Murray
scheduled at Murray State entitled "Stand Up for
Monday that the Mississippi is
Norita Cassity+, Anita Chaney, Route Two (Penny Road). A
Monday, June 11—with classes Democracy."
expected to reach a St. Louis
Rita Crittenden, Craig Dowdy, retired farmer,
he was a for the eight-week session to
Laura Fones was named
crest of 43.0 feet Thursday.
Cathy Futrell, Joe Futrell, member of the Goshen United begin the following day.
champion In the Girl's Ten Year
This stage would be 3.4 feet
Debbie Garrett, Larry Geib, Methodist Church. Born
Old Division. Laura's speech
higher than the April 7 crest
Robert Hargrove +, James November 18, 1887, he was the
was entitled "My Friend - The
and three feet above a record
Mack Harris,Cheryl Jackson+, son of the late J.I. Brewer and
Cat." Melissa Brinkly, Mary
Funeral services for Howard level that had stood since 1844.
Jimmy Jarret, Kent Letterman, Dovie Sullivan Brewer.
Morris, Patty McIntosh and W. Winchester will be held
His wife, the former Ruth
Dale Mathis+, Christine McKay
Adams also competed in today at two p.m. at the chapel
Cuiston, Jimmy McCuiston, Jones, preceded him in death
this division and all recieved a of the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Steve McCuiston, Sharon on May 25, 1968.
blue ribbon rating.
Home with Robert Witt of
Mohler, Sherri Mohler, Denise
Mr.Brewer is survived by one
Debra Smith won first in the, Henderson, Tenn., and Ralph
Morton, Tom Murdock, Brenda-11aughter, Mrs. Hoyt ( Nitaree
Girls Eleven Yr. Old Division
Wilson officiating.
Outland, Martha Outland+, McCallon of Murray Roate
A Kentucky State Police Debra's speech was titled "Past
Active pallbearers will be
Alene Paschall+, Caron Two; one
sister, Mrs. Joe
Mrs. Euple Harr, sister of
to
Remember, A Future tr. James Patterson, Charlie
Trooper died on the Pennyrile
Phelps+, Danny Pritchett, Fincher of Mayfield; one
Parkway as the state's traffic Mold." Kathy Black and Stubblefield, Derwood Ed- Mrs. Ruby Miller of Murray,
Hazel Pritchett, Glenda brother, Carl Brewer of
died Sunday at 2:30 a.m. at the
death toll mounted to 281 for Stephanie Wyatt received
wards, Clifford Farris, Rudy
Roberts,Pam Robertson, Ralph Paducah; one grandson, Rob
Benton Municipal Hospital. She
Blue Ribbon Rating on ther Brawner, and Chesley
the year so far.
Wilson.
Rogers, Julie Saylors, Bobby McCallon of Murray Route
was 65 years of age and a
Trooper Joe Ward Jr. of Wil- speeches in this division.
Honorary pallbearers will be
' Scott, Renee Sledd, Sherri Two; three granddaughters,
liamstown was investigating an
Nada Frazier was named Kelly Smith, Bruce Ferguson, resident of Walnut Court,
-Stockdale, Joni Tidwell, Jan Mrs. Reba Parrish of Murray
accident Monday night on the champion of the Twelve Year Lock Montgomery, Fouch Benton.
Todd, Rhonda Towery, Kirk Route Two, Mrs. Eva Jones of
The deceased was a member
parkway, one-half mile south of Old Girls Division on a speed
Givens, Frank Spiceland, and
VanDerea, Jan Walker, An- Detroit, Mich., and Mrs. Helen
of the First Baptist Church,
Hopkinsville between the KY 41 about "The Youth of Today '
Euin Dick.
thony Webb, Alison Wilfred+, Pearcy of Mayfield; seven and
Benton.
Gail Tucker and Jo Beth NorKY 68 interchanges.
Interment will be in the New
Janet
Williams,
Paula great grandchildren; one great
She is survived by her
wood
The 2S-year-old trooper was
received a bBlue Ribbon Concord Cemetery with the
Williams, Susan Williams.
great grandchild. - '"""'"
standing in the median strip Rating on their speeches in this arrangements by the Blalock- husband, Jack Harr of Benton;
Freshman: Pat Adams, .Funeral services will be held near the edge of the pavement, division.
four sisters, Mrs. Miller of
Coleman Funeral Home.
Stanley Anderson, Linda Avery, Wednesday at two p.m. at the police said, when he was struck
Murray, Mrs. Clydie Davis of
Cindy Williams won the
died
86,
age
Winchester,
Becky Blackford, Kathie chapel of the Max Churchill by a car driven by a 19-year- Thirteen Year Old Girls
Divison Monday at 2:35 a.m. at the Detroit, Mich., Miss Mary
Broach, Kathy Calhoun+, Gena Funeral Home with Rev A.M. old Elmer Goetsch, a soldier at with her speech
on "Citizer,- Murray -Calloway County Morris of Benton, and Mrs.
Cleaver, Regina Cook, Karen Thomas officiating.
Jennie Caltz of Carrollton; two
ship."
Ft. Khox.
Hospital. He was a retired
Interment will be in the
Darnell, Theresa
Dover,
Ward was pronouncel dead
Sandra Stark won the Girls farmer, a member of the New brothers, Glenn and James
Vanessa EickhOff, Teesa Er- Murray Memorial Gardens with at the scene of the accid4n.
Senior Division with her speech Concord Church of Christ, and Morris, both of Houston, Texas.
win, Mike Farris, Sandra Gray, the arrangements by the Max
Funeral services were held
A West Virginia woman, 41- entitled -Stnd Up and Be the son of the late Tom Luke
Sherry Haley, Randy Herndon, Churchill Funeral Home where year-old Bobby Clacker of Am- Counted."
Dianne Harrison was Winchester and Savanah Monday at three p.m. at the
Ride Hicks, %Jody Kiitibro, friends may call after five p.m. stud, died Monday afternoon, second on a speech
dhapel of the Filbeck and Cann
about "The Buchanan Winchester.
; Kathy Jackson, Martha Mc- today (Tuesday).
police said, in a two-car colli- Merits of Education."
an is, Funeral Home, Benton with
Concord
New
The
Callon,. Don McCuiston, Guy
sion on U.S. 60, two and one-- Demonstration Categories. survived by • his wife,'. Mrs.A Rev. John- Catney officiating.
Mitchell, Sherry Morris, Kevin
half miles east of Versailles in and winners were as follows.
Pallbearers were Billy Ross,
Bettie Winchester, one son,
Penick, Kim Perkins, Benny
FREE DOG
Woodford County.
Home Furnishings Division Marvin Winchester, and two Roy L. Morris, Max Crass,
i
Kentucky highway mishaps Winner - Pat Cunningham,
: Pittman, Diane Rhoades,- - A dog, part ball dog, six
Mrs. Mae Wilson and Edison Miller, Eddie Walston,
Peggy Rogers, Kerry Stone,
Imonths old, with all of itkshots, had killed 310 persons through "Ecology Into Home Fur- sisters,
Robert Lax, all of New and Wilson Walston. Burial was
Mrs.
Donna Tabors, Kathy -1k4h1,.
free to sorheone for a pet. For last April 24, State Police nishings."
Concord; five grandchildren; in the Palestine Cemetery In
Vicki Weatherford.
Information call 435-4492.
records indicate.
Calloway County.
Home Management Division seven great grandchildren..
-
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Clay Brewer
Dies Today
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Killed Monday
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Howard Winchester
Funeral Services
Being Held Today

Mrs. Miller's
Sister Expires

Around Phnom Penh

Waves of U.S. Bombers
Make Heavy Raids Today
PHNOM PENH, Cambodia
(AP) — Waves of American
B52 bombers made their heaviest attacks in weeks around
Phnom Penh today in efforts to
ease increasing Communist
pressure on the Cambodian
capital.
The giant bombers dropped
their 30 tons of explosives a few
hours before dawn, awakening
the city's residents and rattling
their windows.
The targets were Communist
troop positions 11 to 20 miles
southeast of Phnom Penh along
-Highway 30 and around Takeo,
a besieged provincial capital 39
mike-south of Phnom Penh.
The Cambodian military commend said the Takeo garrison
"repulsed many ground attacks
by the enemy" and inflicted
"serious losses." Several government troops were reported
killed or wounded, but no figures were given.
In Bangkok, the government
of Thailand said it will not send
troops into Cambodia but will
continue to support the government of President Lon No!.
Lt. Gen. Kriangsak Chamandand, the Thai deputy chief of
staff, made the statement in response to a report by Hanoi Radio that the United States intends to introduce Thai troops
into the Cambodian fighting.
Kriangsak said nothing, however, about the possibilitfrof
Cambodia's being helped 'lloy
Thai "volunteers" like the thou—
sands of Thai troops the United
States hired to fight for the
Vientiane government in Laos.
He said Premier Thanom Kit-

FHA . . .
(Continued from Page 1)
minister of the First Baptist
Church, Murray, was the
featured speaker at the morning session. In his talk on the
theme of "The Importance of
Now," Rev. Walker said a
person could not make decisions
tomorrow ,or _yesterday, but
lad to make them today. He
paspromented with an inscribed
idler opener by Miss Kelso as a
token of appreciation from the
FHA.
The chapter delegates, advisors, and mothers were
welcomed by MissPaula Lyons,
Murray High FHA president,
Murray Supt. Fred Schultz, and
Eli
Murray
Principal
Alexander.
Murray and Calloway High
members modeled fashions
from Littleton's for the
program. Models were Krista
Kenneday, Connie Lawson,
Shelia McCuiston, and Nancy
Garrison, Murray High;Brenda
Overcast, Melinda Taylor,
Lynn Erwin, and Anita Chaney,
Calloway High.
Special entertainment was by
Darrell Gibson, George Taylor,
and Jim Davis of Calloway
County High School who sang
and played their guitars.
Others featured on the
program were Miss Susan Scott
and Mrs. Agnes Jones of
Sedalia, Miss Lanetta Taylor of
Cuba, Miss Susan Ligon of Lone
Oak, and Mrs. Mary Lawson of
Murray,assistant state advisor.
Calloway members attending
were Janey Kelso, Melinda
Taylor, Norita Cassity, Anita
Chaney, Mary Beth Hays, Pam
Robertson, June Murdock,
Theresa Rudolph, Lynn Erwin,
Karen
Haley,
Vickie
Weatherford, Patsy Burkeen,
Janet Byerly, Brenda Overcast,
Alene
Paschall,
Susan
Williams, Patty Reaves, and
Brenda Outland. Advisors were
Mrs. Bess Kerlick and Miss
Lucy Forrest; student teachers
were Miss Nancy Mason and
Miss Linda Oliver; and chapter
mothers were Mesdames
Carves Pashcall, Glen Kelso,
Eugene Chaney, and Alfred
Taylor.
Murray members attending
were Beverly Parker, Bonnie
Lyons, Amanda Kay Buice,
Rhonda Garland, Sheri Thornton, Martha McKinney, Terry
Dick, Debbie Suiter, Nancy
Garrison, Shelia McCuiston,
Joyce Wooden, Krista Kennedy,
Ann Erwin, Patsy Mathis,
Paula Lyons, Cathy Geurin,
Vickie McClard, Trace Walker,
Beverly
Rogers,
Donna
Humphreys, Karen Lemons,
Kathy Halford, - Rachel Baer,
and Becky Sams. Advisor was
Mrs. Lucy Lilly; student
teachers were Miss Janice
Diggs and Miss Kathy Johnson;
and chapter mothers were
Mesdames Fred Schultz, James
Parker, Hampton Erwin, and
Dean Humphreys.*

cikachorn assured President
Nixon's special envoy, Gen. Alexander Haig Jr., during a recent visit that the Thai government would increase its assistance to Cambodia and support
American policy toward the
Phnom Penh government.
If Cambodia were overrun by
the Communists, Kriangasak
said, Thailand would be confronted by a more serious
threat since it shares more
than 300 miles of border with
Cambodia,`•
In South Vietnam, the Saigon
government today offered to release unilaterally 750 civilian
Communist prisoners, but there
was no indication immediately
whether the Viet Cong would
accept the offer.
The release of civilians has
been bogged down in a dispute
over how many prisoners each
side holds. The Viet Cong on
Sunday proposed to exchange
637 prisoners for 5,081 Saigon
admits holding, but a Communist spokesman said the government insisted on first resolving the dispute.
The Saigon command reported 95 Communist truce violations in the 24 hoots ending at
dawn today, most of them
shellings. It said there was ac- lion on the western defense perimeter of Hue, near Bong Son
on the central coast and along
the Mehoog Delta border with
Cambodia.

Watergate . . .
(Cootistued from Page 1
to Re-elect the President.
The documents cover secret
campaign spending for 1971 and
early 1972. They will be kept
under lock and key, available
only to lawyers for the Nixon
campaign and the citizens'
group Common (use, pending
settlement of a lawsuit to force
public disclosure of the secret
campaign finances.
In the coverup matter, the
Senate sources said pert of the
evidence pointing to a White
House whitewash was testimony that wiretapper McCord
had given to the Senate Watergate investigating committee.
McCord told the committee
he had been offered executive
clemency if he would keep quiet about others in the affair,
the Senate sources said.
McCord later told a federal
grand jury the same thing, according to a transcript of his
testimony furnished by columnist Jack Anderson at the request of The Associated Press.
Anderson's material appears to
be genuine. Chief U.S. District
Court Judge John J. Sirica
Monday ordered an investigation to determine where he obtained it. Prosecutors already
had asked the FBI to investigate Anderson's source.
According to the transcript,
McCord testified that co-conspirator Howard Hunt told him
in mid-September: "They are
talking about our going off to
jail for a period of time and
they are taking care of our
families while we're going (sic
and then we'd be rehabilitated
after we get out."

Father Mattingly
To Speak At UCM
Father Martin Mattingly will
be the speaker for the luncheon
at the United Campus Ministry
Wednesday, at 12:30. He will
speak on Key '73-A Venture in
Grass-Roots Ecumenism at this
last of the UCM luncheon
programs this semester.
The speaker is pastor of St.
Leo's Roman Catholic Church,
and as Roman Catholic campus
chaplain serves as a para-staff
member of the United Campus
Ministry. He is a member of the
Calloway County Steering
Committee for Key '73 and one
of the original planners for the
local Key '73 program.
Father Mattingly is a
graduate of St. Mary's College
in Lebanon, Ky., and St. Mary's
Seminary in Baltimore, Md. He
has served as pastor of St. Leo's
Church in Murray since 1961.
Prior to that he served parishes
in Hickman, Hawesville and
Browns Valley, Kentucky as
well as teaching theology at
Brescia College..
The women of the First
Christian Church will provide
the meal for this week's luncheon which is open to the
public. For information or
reservations call 753-3,531.
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-Add $100 to your savings chest and still have
the sofa of your dreams. A 100" sofa that will
Make your neighbors rave. Then add the accent
of bolster pillows and how could you lose. See
for a complete selection of fabrics in
us today
four ideal Color scheme. Limited time only-.
(QUILTED ONE SIDE ONLY)
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3PC.LIVING ROOMS AT SEAMS UP TO $160
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EVERYTHING'S RIGHT! THE STYLI-1G,THE PRICE,THE LONG WEARING NYLON...THE SAVINGS OF $141
Here's an Early American collection for the family that really lives in their living room. It's a charming and
authentic look - with its button back. s/eeping wing treatment and kick pleat skirt. The Beacon wear-resistant
nylon- cover is titeateci with Scotchgare to protect against spirts and stains. Extra "arm covers are included. A ,
seat look for your living room at a really vest price!
_

WATCHING WING CHAIR AT SAVINGS OF$36
A big beautiful chair to complete your Early American decor! An outstanding
boy at this very special "Spring Sellout" price!

saie

SOFA
AND
LOVE
SEAT

AFTER SALE PRICE $

-,

un THE LOON OF 110DERN? YOU'LL LOVE SAVING UP TO $160 ON THIS PLUSH FUR LIVING It0011

If the luxurious modern look is what you desire. then Broyhill's
you. With the softness of polyfoam cushions, these pieces are impressive contemporary styling is for
in a matched stripe simulated
fur. You not only get the style and comfort but also the price decorated
to match.
IF BOUGHT SEPARATELY;

SOFA & LOVESEAT
SELLOUT SALE PRICE
YOU SAVE

\AMINO,

IF BOUGHT SEPARATELY:

$590

$499
$ 91

SOFA & TWO CHAIRS
SELLOUT SALE PRICE

$660
$499
YOU SAVE $161

1

al

YOUR
CHOICE
2 OR 3 PC.
GROUPS

CHAIR BOUGHT EEPARATELY41115 LOVESEAT BOUGHT
SEPARATELY 1245.
••
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FIER SALE PRICE $366
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A great buy. with
triple dresser, mirror,
chest and headboard.
Noun in tight pecan
finish or white enamel".
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YOUR CHOICE

AFTER SALE
PRICE $81

THE nernoo"CAMPAIGN"Loot
IS AVAILABLE AT"SELLOUT"FECES
Now that extra place for storage, study. or
a place for that extra TV is yours in a choice
of colors.., either striking white enamel or
the softness of light pecan. all this at an
affordable price too, plus the versatility of
functional wall units!
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GRACE YOUR HOME WITH THE WARMTH OF COLONIAL PINE
No other look can give your Early American room
that cozy feeling of warmth that pinCaoes. Broyhill's
New Bedford collection,. with its authentic hutch
mirror, its 9 drawer triple dresser, and shaped glossy
, top accented with a warm pine finish v1iH be a
wekpme addition to your home. Come in and take
advantage of the savings today. souo moo Posrs .
•
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YOUR CHOICE

AFTER SALE
PRICE...$104
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20 pc.Currier & Ives

Luncheon Set for 4.
Free with purchase
of six pc. Dining
Room. Extra sets
available at $9.95 ea

LIMITED
TIME ONLY

of this is Blatt
. nothing &di
destruction of
self-respect."

A great way to wine and dine your frthis. Whether
ii
start with the table and four chairs or buy the six piece set.
this Itro.s hill dining room will allow you to entertain in
elegance or have a quiet dinner at home. Notice the deeply
caned chairs that match and enhance the look of the lo‘el
door panels on your china, and if you need extra storage
space. your china has it. plus a light to show (di your finest
china. Da Vinci is made itit for our home See if loth%
and save.
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LOOK AT THE LOW PRICE
AFTER SALE PRICES
YOUR CHOICE...SALE
CHINA
S255
OVAL TABLE
& 4 CHAIRS
COMPLETE
6 PC SET
SELLOUT
SALE PRICE

S398

YOU SAVE

S130

S273
S528

CHINA OR OVAL TABLE & 4 CHAIRS

BROYHILL DESIGNS TABLES AND 00ECASES OF GREAT QUALITY lc S
STRIKINGLY BEAUTIFUL!EASILY AF ORDABLE AT THESE"SELLOUT"PRICE

DOOR COMMODE $59

HEXAGONAL COMMODE $59
DOOR COCKTAIL TABLE
$59
„

YOUR CHOICE
INIANIATIff,BOLD SPLINE Mine
WIT!PICA!FINIS], AND STAININSIBTANT TOPS

3 UNITS
COMM.

Sal

Truly rzeiting accepts for your room - beautiful to
ehold.and norvehtusstorage places for clutter! Great
savingsj

t ail the functional bea t
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j

SAVE $10
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DRAMATIC IN EVERY WAY! LUXURIOUS LONG PILE VELVET SPANISH STYLING-EXCITING SAVINGS OF $186
Create a beautiful room with the authentically romantic look of these magnificent Spanish style pieces. Watch
your room come to life with a richness you usually find only for hundreds of dollars more than this outstanding
4prin$ Sellout price! Note the elegance of the lush, plush velvet - velvet,that's specially treated so that it is as
practical as it is pretty. For your comfort, this velvet is over a core of 9 inches of foam, welcoming a warm
invitation to sit down. Each piece is accented with heavy molded carvinp and for added beauty the backs are
deeply tufted. Don:t miss the opportunity of adding this Spanish inspired grouping to your living room. . at
this "limited tifne only" sale price. It's an irresistible buy!

Sale$699

SOFA
AND ,-TWO
CHAIRS

AFTER SALE PRICE $885
0••••••••••••••••-•••prorwr•

-......••••••.,

(
SAVE *171 ON THIS ELEGANT 3PIECE LIVING ROOM FRONI THE BROYHILL PREMIER SHOWCASE COLLECTION
Here is an unusually beautiful living room grouping, coordinated by a leading decorator for Broyhill - and you!
Everything about it is perfect! Both the sofa and chairs are charmingly styled, graceful Traditional. The
combination of the colorful print and rich velvet are decorator chqsen to give your room a truly"finished"
features: carefully centered patterns, double
look. With this beauty, you get all of Broyhill's famous quality
"comfort. We invite you to shop and
sitting
welting,lined skirts, deep, plump poly-dacron cushions for lasting"
compare, we really don't believe that you'll find a more handsome living room grouping, so beautifully made,
Come see for yourself - and save! You'll be glad you did!
and at a price as low as we're offering you right now!

•••••••
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SOFA
AND .
TWO
VELVET
CHAIM
AFTER SALE PRICE $770

141

OUTSTANDING SOFAS AT A SPECIAL PRICE...

C;
Memb

YOUR CHOICE

$299
CHOOSE COLONIAL WITH HERCULON PLAID
Save MI on this Early American sofa which is
upholstered in a beautiful plaid fabric of miracle
Herculon fiber. Sofa and chair feature exposed
wood arms, self decking_and stain resistant fabrics
... S299. After Sale Price... $400. Matching chair
$169. After Sale Price... $195. Save $26.
CHOOSE VINYL COVERED CONTEMPORARY
Save 566! 100" sofa that is covered in a Masland
Duran vinyl and tufted to lend that expensive look
to a sofa that costs only... $299. After Sale Price
...$365. Complementary vinyl covered chair... $1 39
After Sate Price... $150. Save Si I.
CHOOSE SPANISH IN 10054 NYLON WITH
VELVET ACCENTS
Save $111. The richness of this fabric is accented
by heavily carved fronts and a rolled 9 inch cushion
for that extra comfort feel... $299. After Sale Price
.... $410. Matching chair only... $169. After Sale
Price... $200. Save $31.
BROYHILL BUILDS UPHOLSTERED FURNITURE
8 WAYS BETTER
—
BETTER

Solid hardwood frame is glued and doweled or that
extra strength that you expect

BETTER

Poly dacron cushions that give you that comfnitable
seating feel

BETTER

A selection of fabrics that
tailored to fit

ARM
COVERS
SELF
DECKING

*otchgard

are all

stain resistant and

Are always yours at no extra charge so you can keep
your upholstery looking better longer
The Plattorm under the cushions is covered in the same
fabricinex pensive cloth.

COLOR COORDINATED fabrics that are always "decorator right'l

SAVE $12 ON FAMOUS MATTRESSES AND BOXSPRINGS
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A GREAT BUY! GENTLE-FIRM
'QUILTED MATTRESS,
TWIN OR FULL,
MATTRESS OR BOXSPRING.I

UNBEATABLE! FIRM QUILTED FOR
SLEEP SUPPORT
TWIN OR FULL,
MATTRESS OR
BOXSPRING.
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LUXURY MULTI-NEEDLE,
EXTRA FIRM CONSTRUCTION.
TWIN OR FULL,
MATTRESS OR
BOXSPRING.

WE BELIEVE
THESE ARE THE
FINEST SOFA-SLEEPERS
YOU CAN BUY AT
THESE PRICES...
Broyhill

See I

One

Polk

SUPER QUEEN SIZE SUPER COMFORT.
COVERED IN MIRACLE HERCULON

QUEEN SIZE - CONVERTA SOFA... THAT SITS
JUST LIKE A REGULAR SOFA

Save $41! Its a beautiful sofa,
a comfortable bed and has its
own TV headrest! Sleeps 2
with ease! Look at the great
salringe

Save $91! Handsome Colonial
styling that gives you a hidden
bedroom! TV headrest for
gale
added comfort. Tremendous
values! Covered in nylon.
AFTER SALE PRICE $390

AFTER SALE PRICE $448
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